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ATT2NDA1CB AND ORGANISATION OF TOSK

Opening and duration of session

The meeting was

Africa*

Attendance

attended by representatives
States

— ^ --.,._j- "?*-h-if»nia. Ghana, uuincti-uj-i*^^-; _.___, , - ._■ , ^ -,
Comoros, Congo, "gy?^, -vmu^xa, -^ , r«^-iWn«*» Ili^er Hi^eria, Rwanda, Senegal,

Liberia, Uala,i, Uali, ^^^^'^^^k^^^3^^ "
3ocialist People's Libyan

United Republic of
Saire and Llaxibia.

r
ocialist R^ublic, United states of

United Nationc

Office (UN30),

re for
uiiBITATj a^ia tne

(UHEGCO) and Tfarld H

Th folKndi- inter-novernoental bodies «ere represented' ,^
6. Ahe xoliowm^ i.nxei o^v^x,u ri-«»*-h+- Control in the o

Ban:: (iTO), Ferment Int—State Con.xttee - ^"J°^f^ioall states (
European Economic Couounity (v-C), «°??";^« feao Siver Union, Organisation
Inatitute of Kconoaic Development.^/^"f.i^ haurgten, (OG/i.) and Union
ox African Unity, Pr^?7T sqt3Qn

^1 , Erupaa, the

Si), Paris, the

PapulBtion ^tuaies

eono^ic ^earoh ^ ,
aaid Economic. ^esearca ^I-^W,
and the Population Council-

Institute of Statistic.,
f."' 1" rtatistique; et des etudec

^^ (ISP^), Yaounde, the

^°"' ,.be Nigerian Institute
- «-- "^ ^^ FertiUty Survey (*-
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Election Q^ Officers ■.. -;.— .. . .". ,:...;;.,/I. „

/.,- \ i*>n+*A rimVian of the Joint Conference,

Second Tice-Chainaen and Ur. Parmeet ^nGh <*enya) as. Uapporteur.

B. AGENDA

9. On 24 Uiaitfh, the Conference adopted the following agenda:

Plenarv_ meetin';

■ . . 1. Opening address .-'""' V""' . " " ■

2O Election of officers

3O Adoption of the agenda

^ --i^-'-, np-t^ of the EGA Conference of
4. Matters arising from tne nun raeetxn,, 01 "cne

(,) Terme of reference of the Joint Conference

(b)--Data requirements of the African Strategy for the Third United
Development Decade

(c) Pan-African Documentation and Information .Syoteia

> _, +.w-T«r,t- ^e—ions of the Conferences of African
*. Hattere arising frow lae xao. -e«aonw

" Planners,.Statisticians and Demographers

6O Other inter-disciplinary topicss

(a) African Household Survey Capability ProCra^ie (AHSCP)

(b) Selected Social Iiujicators of relevance to Africa

'/Jditional items Preliminary diocussion of hgend^ item 8.

Planning Committee

7. Election of officers

Development Decades

(a) Peropectivea of the African Sesion in the 1930, and Policy

(b): .Comparative Analyse of the Projections■ loade for Developing toi
Countriea by. varioud United Nations Agencies ,_

inGtitute for Development and Econoiaic Plannins (I^P)
Programme of vbrl, in' Bevel^ent Planning, Frojection^ and Policies
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Statistics CoLuittee

11. Election of officers .

■i2. -■■ Statistical Developments

(a) iieport on 3CA Statistical 'Acitivites

(b) Statistical Op^aiii^atio;:

(c) Report on the Statistical Training Programme for Africa; (STPA)

(d). Co-ordination of Technical Assistance for African Statistical
Development

(e) Data Processing

13« Economic Statistics:

(a) The Statue and Uses of the UN System of National Accounts in Africa

(b) Working Group on Price Statistics

(c) ^eternal Trade Statistics

(d) Seminar on Distribution Statistics

(e) Industry and Construction Statistics

(f) Other -J^conoiiiic Statistics

14 o Programme of IJorlc in Statistics

Demography Cpsapittee

15- Election of officers

lGo Liatters arising from other United Nations meetings

17. Report on SCA Population Activitiesf 1978;

(a) Studies

(b) Inforraation Service and Clearing House Activities

\c) Training and Ivecearcli

(d> Advisory Services

(e) Regional Co-ordination

lo. Prograzinae of Work in Population

Planning and Demography (Joint Coitiinittee u

19« Population in Development Plsjining in Africa

Statistics and Demography (Joint Committee meetin/1;)

20,. Demographic and Social Statistics and Analysis*

(a) 198£ Population and Housing Censuses

(b) Other Data Collection and Analysis, including the World Fertility
Survey
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ary. meeting:

21. Verbal ileporto by Chairmen of Committee iii

22. Propocala for subaiscion to the forthcoroins African iicoiioiaic :Gui3iait

through the Conference, of i.dnicters

23. Other business

24*. .Consideration of the Draft Provisional Agenda for the Second session

of the Joint Conference

2S* lieport of the Joint Conference to the ECA Conference of uinicters
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C, ^GOUIJT Ga1 PROG^DIIIGa - FI^GT PLENARY Iv^^XIKG

10. The cession wac opened by Li*. Adebayo Adedeji, ^CA Executive Secretary, who
.!u_op,22G 3r.i-cioi?sjitc end outlined tae administrative arrangements made for the first

.zQzzxosioic vae nsu Joint Conference, He then turned to laattere of substance which

l^cxuusc a Fsvieu ck bleaa /.frican procpects in the context of the world economic

-imction.. .i:ie 19^c .would be a period of particular difficulty for the Region unless
xc coux^begxa to overcome bacic uea^scceo in unbalanced opecialisation in production,
^r-c; o* i-uegracion in national ecoaouic activity particularly between farm and non-

±cj.y occcorc snc dependence on isaporta for capital formation. In thic situation he "' ■
e-ipnacisea tne growth of /.frican population and labour force as a frctor reauirin--
speciaX considerations * °

11. I*,- Adedeji cua£ected that solutions to current African wobleus should
concentrate oa better utilisation of natural resources, which would require special
e^ora m me xisito of training and the deplo^uent of labour force. Action* alon*
taece lines caxlea xor cupport for entrepreneurial activity and introduction o- "

appropriate technology, orCaiii3ed in the context of appropriate policies for capital
^omation. T;ro other probleLia to which he drew special attention were inflation and
inequitable mcouie dictrxbution,

12. yaons the Lieacurec wliich he specified for a regional recponse to itc economic
ana cocxai situation were r. better underotandins of population dynamicE, inventories
oi- nacural^resourc&G, evaluation of inputs available for development projects, the
adoption o;. a unxfied approach to planning better laonitorinrj of aid flows and other
eternal tranaactxonc, iaiproved internal conaiiunication between agencies responsible
,or aevsiopuent at national and sub-national levels, all of which "implied the need for
national pro^raniaxn^ and adequate support cervicec.

i.3. Thebasi
,iore up

aacxona

-'°U3-1

The_basic need for effective operfttionc alonr these-■linec was improved and
up-to-c,ace xittonaatxdn. In thic connexion tir. Adedeji particularly aentioaed
nai accountc, mfornation expected froia the African Household Survey Capability

Eifl^ acre Gradual co-ordination of and access to all available information
ia ^rici: Ut"JJ

14- The ^:ecutive Cecretary ezprscced the hop- that the first ceesion of the Joint
Coherence tjoula initiate better technical and practical co-ordination of the various
national aiia international agenciec participating in tl:e ueeting. He finally esprecced
t-^^iops^tii^ ens a-enaa iteue dealing with development perspectives, population
actors xa covelopaent planning a^d deuoGrapliic and social atatistico'and analysis
u^a oe considered during the plenary iaeeti:ig«
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Matters arising frog the fifth meeting of the ISCA Conference of I-dnisters (Agenda item 4)

(a) Tsnac of refer.er-co of. the Joint. Confsrent

15 • / The dbc]u:aent .3/CN.14/PS&. l/lj "Dr&ft temc of reference for the Joint Conference
of African Planners, Ctatistici&ns and Eieiiiographerc" was introduced. It i-rac pointed out

that that draft which resulted from tlie uerging of the former" conference of African

Planners, African Statisticians and African Demographers as approved by the Conference

of ministers' ivseolution ■ 36G (IGCV) was consistent with and incorporated whatever terras

of reference existed relating to thoce conferences* It uas simple, general and

comprehensive coas to encoLipacc whatever concerns-the Joint Conference might have,

and it provided for flexible worldLng arrangements.,

16* After lengthy deliberations, certain amendments were ;:iade and the revised

draft terras of reference were adopted as provisional, to be modified if and when

necessary, as follouss

lo The Joint Conference of African Planners* Statisticians and Demographers,

acting within the fraiuework of the policies and procedures of -the United Nations

and subject to the general supervision of the Economic CoEimiscion for Africa*

chall, provided that the Conferenpe talcesno action n-dth respect to cay country-

without the agreewent of the Governs:ient of that country«

., (a) Serve as a foruia for e^caiiiininn progress and ■ probleias in. the
fields of African planning, statistics and population and take

action to ensure their development in the light of the general

. 7 principles of celf-rjelianc% and technical co-operation aniong

countries of the rerionj. •. ,' ■

(b) ^ctablich arrangeraeii'tre "for the iuprovewent of all aspecto of

i;iethodolor?y and practice |in" the three fields under African

conditions 5 . ■

(c) Co-ordinate the training pro^rainiiiec for zn& promote the training
of the necessary African personnel in planning, statistics end

demography 1/1

(d) Collaborate uith the secretariat in evaluating economic,
social: sjad demographic conditions in the region to assist in-

formulating appropriate strategies and monitoring their

iupleraent&tionf

(e) Conduct its operations in collaboration with other relevant
bodies and international agencies-

1/ This includes the functions requested in the statutes of the African Institute for

Economic Development and Planning (lu2P) which shall be exercised by the Committee of
Planners established in paragraph 4 °f "the Teros of iteference0
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2. The nenbers of the Conference shall be the roveminent officials in

.■""charge of the national planning, statistical and population .agencieo of the

■ lileiaber Gtatec of the 2cohoiiii© Commission.for ilfrica, or their representatives.

Representation of all' other Governments and bodies-shall folio:; the ssxie rules

as for cessions of the 2conou:ic Cowiaission for /Africa.

■■" ■'<-'."'3* Tise'Conference shall, meet once-every two yearcs with its first

■' cession being1 held' in 1900, and shall report on its sessions to the Conference

of ijiihis-ters of the 2oonoiaia"-Coi«uission for Africa. .>'.;■■■

4* Work at sessions of the Conference shall be organized in plenary

neetin^s and- in committees. A joint report on plenary and committee meetings

* shall be. agreed at a final plenary neeting of each session of the Conference.

5« At the beginning of each session, the Conference shall elect a

Chairman,- t«b Vice-ChEi.r:.isn and. a- Rapporteur. .At the beginning of its

--■ ueetinc each: Comialttee snail appoint, its Chairaan, twoVice-Chairmen and a

Rapporteur. , .- ; . .- .. . ■ . ; -■.:■■'. '

r; ■ ...'6.' :. :Lie:naeK, .States:, atod .fl£fitnc.iee- shall bear the coat of their attendance

'.-'■■'afc the/.seefejLohB .of. the Connereno;e:<..,.. ■;■■■. ■■ " ' :■ .■ - ■.

;..::■;•■,■;. 7.<)il-3xcQpJt b,.c provided for herein, the Rules .of Procedure of the jS

for .iifrica shall, irh.ere relevant, apply to the sessions of the

(b) Data Itequireaents of the African Straterrv _for the Third United Nations

Pevelop3.ientii Decade

17. In-introducing'•the docuuent entitled "African Data" Kequireuents in the 1980s",
(^/CH.l4/PSD.l/2), a representative of the secretariat referred to extracts froa the

sumciaries of statements uade by the Executive Secretaries of ^C2, ijO^/J' zn.d tiCh in the

general debate o^-the first session of the Preparatory Ccaaoittee for the New

International Qtrato^y in 1979' and drew attention to the principal focus and nodalities

of this new -strate^yl In view of their relative importancef he laicL stress on data

required for energy, food production and distribution, integrated demographic, social

and economic-data on households and: household r.iernhcrc, data specially relevant for

international-co-operation such ao international trade, transport and pa&iunications

and Liiaration and some infonaation on the envirom;ient. He also stressed the importance

of national accounts as a rceans of aggre^atiiiG and co-ordinating statistical data.

Finally, lie emphasised the importance'of anali'sic and use of data for planning- purposes.,

lo. In the discussions which followed several participants pointed out data gaps

which in their Iveiw had either not been dealt with at all in the paper; or not sufficient

ly emphasized. ; These included yolusie'and.structure of internal trade,!income statistics,

development of ;renewable energy, activities in the infornial sector, snail area statistics,

sex differentials in laeasurxn^/contributions in activities in different; sectors.

19. It was ialoo" stressed in connexion with small area statistics that jaany African

countries now require a sub-national level of &lz&£Qr<2ra.tioii in oac'ic &3.tE. because of

the emphasis on planninc frou "below", with the district as the level of disa££re£;ation

The background 'paper should therefore in identifying cata needs at the national level

have focussed also on district and regional statisticc.
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20. Special.attention; should also have been paid to the needc of specific areas,

For exainple., there are data needs which are peculiar to the. Gahel which should have

been hi^Iilirhted. In puch areas, the locations ox water sources constitute basic data

needs, . : . .. ■ ; .;.... . ■ ■ .. . . ..-..■

21* In^connexion 14th concepts, definitions and classifications, cone participants

were of:-the view that the .background paper was written on the underlying assumptions

that African economies operate only on the basis of modern or laarket economies and

that some thought should have been given to the informal sectors in African economies.

22* HJith respect to the content of the paper, some participants alco suggestedthat

some reference should have been uade to.the basic needs strategy and the relevant data

required to answer questions on these needs»

23. Finally, participants ..wanted to Ioiotj whether the data listed in the paper

responded to the development strategieskof the different countries and the source of

funding for collecting and analysing the wide range of data suggtd

respect to.district level data/collected through the mechanism of household surveys,

this depended on. the sise of the .Sample,-.<ui4..the related question of the size of the
field staff- It was pointed out that with s. reasonable saraple size, it is possible
to --et estimates with tolerable precision at the district level. However, with very

small 6aEro2.ec district level estimates could be aiclea^inc* r.... ■

2!'B The representative of the secretariat also explained"'that activitiec in the

informal sector, together wi$h other types-of data have been fully considered ^n the

context of the AIISCP,. .... ■ ■ . . ■,.-., ,,. .;

26= VJith respect to whether the data, listed sufficiently deal with the basic
needs requirements as usually defined in the basic needs stratery, it was emphasised
that there aeeus to be. a shift nowadays frosa "basic needs" to "iiQ^dc" since what" may'

be basic in one cooiaunity nay not necessarily be so in another. The data requirement;:
identified r,ieet the needs of the African I^erion but will' have to be made country

specific -in order to.ensure that they.respond to the development strategy of a '

particular country-

27. Finally with respect to funding sources, African countries themselves would
have to uake a substantial contribution to data collection and analysis before they

can expect external aid in that direction. ■ . :

• \.(c) .Pan-African Docuaientatipn and. InforKig-tipn Gyste:.:

?S. In introducing document ii/dl,l4/PSD.l/3» "T^ Pan-African Documentation" and ^
Infonaation Oystera", it uas e::plaxi:ed that that document which referred to a regional

project had been foi- infoiV-ation purposes only and participants wsre invitea to as*£

questions concerniiif; that projectD
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29. In answer to the i.iany questions raised it wac pointed out that a decision had

been talcen over two years ago by the Her^E: of Gtate. o£. the Organization.of African

Unity to establish a ■regional information"networl;" and at its fifth meeting the

Conference of Liiniotere had approved a resolution, 360 (IV), calling for the creation

of a network of data baal^C at the regional, sub-regional and national-levels. The

developments which had led .up'to these discussions were" briefly. reviewed- znd it was'

explained that until it tiaer firmly established the project would be nanaged by the 2CA

secretariat. The secretariat had been able,to mobilize sufficient funds to establish

it, but it was hoped that eventually it would be financed froia contributions of

African, countries after it had established it.-, own credibility to the extent where

they would be interested in paying for its services. It was recognised that the

project was ambitious and expensive and that it was likely to be faced with many

problems in the course of its development. : '

30» There wac soue criticism of the project in that it represented a very

sophisticated eysteu which might be unrealistic in the light of African conditions.

The opinion was expressed that since member States would eventually be expected to

participate in that project such States should be made aware of its costs and -

implications, when they would be expected to begin paying for the ..^yetem and: the level

of their contributions. At this juncture other information systems: in existence could
be tapped and made available to ECA0 : .

31. Nevertheless the Conference expressed the feeling that the project should

have a modest beginning, ■ rand that since it provided an opportunity for filling the
existing information gape at the national level,'questions of finance chould, not be

allowed to obscure its usefulness. The data ban!: would eventually pay its way but due

caution should be exercised so as to ensure that in the initial stages it was. not
over—ambitious,

liatterc arising fron the last sessions of the Conferences ox African Plannersr
Statioticians aad Demogjfesherc fAgenda itei.: r)

32. Tho Conference had before it the following reportos Report of the .seventh

session of the Conference of African Planners, 2/CN.14/717; Report of the tenth

session of the Conference of African Ctatisticians, 2/Cn.l4/o87 and Report of the

third, session of■ the Conference of African Demographers, ii/CU.14/718.-1-

33« ■ In introducing the agenda item, a repreGentative of the secretariat gave
a detailed account of the history and role of each of the previous Conferences of

Africa;! Planners, Statisticians and Demographers. He then outlined the interaction

between the shortfall of statistics and analysis e;:piainiiig that ihere-in '■ lay the

advantages for the new conference in the joint'examination of needc with respect to

data analysis and uses in the identification of priorities and in the establi'shnent
of Liore effective ppogransnec. ;

34- , In the ensuing discussion sone delegates expressed fears that corae aspects

ox the agenda from the Conference of African Planners like strategies for agricultural

production andinduntrialization had not been covered and that nothing had been said

on the IJULFGCs: (ivlulti-national Programming and Operational Centred)0; In reply, ■ the
secretariat indicated that studies, on the strategies' for agricultiiral production and

industrialisation were available and could be obtained frou the respective Divisions.

On the IviULPOCs the secretariat indicated that measures for further support of at least
one of then were currently under considerationa
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• ■ Mglc.an Household. Survey Capability ?rQgr?;-inP (AH3Cp)

secretarxat traced the-M ~frr«*v «-p ->->.~ <5- ■ tt , - ■ ~* .** *-i—^-^"«-
/fiw^r<D\ i r: , -i-vo^y 01 me Airican doucehold Gurvev Gao?bili-Hr
UiHoCP; and its global vercio^i the Hptin-^1 ^.^^ ^tj. ^ A ^apc.oixxtry
tarcrpV' ^ ^ p V ^ ^"1O^ riie ^axional household -urvey..C.apaoility P:

ivith1 tuo-UIfflP fimr^rT ■«^3r,^«+.«- t~ r, j? ■•■>■, T ■ * _ ^ tiJ" COiilPonei\t °^ /aiiGCi at 2GA

ftod
ned only part-ti'ne t

al support to the ppo-raaie

srssivs =si;\;rsr -^--r^r:--«,

component,of ;AH£GPi " *., -ol-°«"6 war^. jrocr^ae ,or the regional =

--- (a) ••Preparation of• .duwey procrci-a.io documents' ,' : .
(b) Provision of teclinicai advice

and analyse of iatearated economic, social mtd^ d&io^bhic -iSticfer
iroa noucenoldc in collaboration ,dtl, the UN md the UN lSS^

■ . . ■; ■• agencies. ■ '■■■'■

-Itboot adequate fundin, t,ere «, ao

1*rfu.a. o. s
. It Wa0 regretted that the propoced ^ Ucrhshoo on

B and explain the rea=o,= for the late ekablichoent o« th "o^t of '■ "
data proceSS,nC advxCer Hithln the AIIXP. ' Thi3 waa Baini7 due to bud^ta^ Sr~t°Lt.
Si:^0!^.-^"1^,^ ^«>.P«^-d to S;:aQine the po^iblli^/of ai^c^

.lor4ichop on tae use of software 75ac:^"ec. - . ...
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A0, The next cet-of questions raised related to participation in the AE3CP. Tho
criteria for selecting or identifying countries ae participantc xn the AiioU were not
clear. The need was also indicated for some clarification on the rexatxonsnxp..oetween

the -oooulation census and the household survey programme, ifeo the conduct ox tae r
a prerequisite for the latter? In response it was pointed out that-in general the^
Statistics Division would expect a country first to carry out a census to obtain xi
n-cecsary field and data processing experience and to obtain the fraae sor toe sainple
surveys before the country would be considered able to-participate xn the AduU'. _

However, there may be exceptions to this general, rule where the^country_has undertaken
a nuciber of surveys in the recent past and a suitable sampling irame exxct-a.

4i0 Gome participants Mentioned that the views of planners on the survey component
of the pro-orainae would be most valuable for the participating statistici-ane. In
response to this latter suggestion, it was explained that planning xs an inter- ^
disciplinary process in which statisticians as well as other -Oocial scientists ?layea
a role." Ideally data should only ..be generated as a result of a dialogue between users

and producers of data,,

A2, With respect to possible external assistance to the pro^ra^e, the representative
of the UK Overseas Development Administration stated that inspite of cuts xn British
overseas aid, the UK Government will support the prograwiae to the extent pcssxale.
within the Units' imposed by the projected Goveraueat aid programme, ouch assistance
would wobably be in the fields of training, use of advicerc ana access^ the itotjaa

General Survey Prograaue (3GGP) software package. The representatxve ox tae Uo^
expressed:- his. country's willingness to nalas available to^CA questxonnaxreG aam_ . ^

related-documents on similar' surveys' developed and used xn- tne^U^un. ., buca.-^atjrxa^.
could be adapted for use " in" the AHX?. "The representative-of-^rsnee reierjea. >o hex
Ions history'of technical assistance to African countries and statec tnat thxo woula
continue. Tliis assistance would continue in the foru of long- -and- snort-termtechnical
assistants, methodological documentation and the possibility access to .tne ^^

software pacitar^eu

A3 In replvin-v to the various cogentc uade and ejections raxesd during "the
discussions, the representative of the secretariat explained the steps to be ta.ien
by UH"and-aC/. tcuobilize vinanoial resource, for individual countries,, Je rexerrea
to the establishment in the UK Statistical Office of a Central Co-orcinatinc Unxi {L
to-be responsible for international co-ordination of the r^ogrEtme in all the re^xon
xrit^ develo^xns "countries. - A draft project proposal in respect ox a country wiU be
reared b/ the CCU or EGA after a joint UH/^CA ;.:iaaion. The' project proposal x-™ -

then be finalised by EGA, with a copy to the CCU and the national Central -tatxs
Office to secure their provisional -aere-sticnt. After the country's agreement t«
will approach.potential donor(s) infomally. ^hen fim donors have oeen ^a;

countri-eb'idll be advised" to-prepare official .-requests to these- donors, . ifexther toe
UII Statistical Office nor i3CA would itcelf be a source of- .funding™ .Tiie -o^erence
then approved the Ueport. of .-the Uor:;inC "Group on Organization, Content anan^cr—

of Household Surveys»... . " '■'■''

Cb) Gp»3ec*fced G.ocis.1 Indicators of ?yelevaxice_jo i^frip-S- :

h}Ja --In introducing this' item of "the areiida" a representative of the secretariat
emphasized the iuport^ce of !^owinS about the social ^d economic well-oexnC o^ tae
population, reviewed the data problem involved in the development of coda!
indicators and proposed a minimi pro-ra™ for the developuent o, these xndxeators,
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In the discussion that followed, three aain topics featured naaely the data
on SbSuc-of the development of social indicator, a critique .0. aoouuotraUve

dit uoec

collection SbSucof the developmen
records ac sources of data on social indicators ana cnexr uoec.

One delete pointed out a problem relating to the ^^ J£
- -itii particular reference to hie personal experience in ni~ coun

basic infornatiin relative to the provision and distribution of

£&. The Conference also agreed nith the lou priority no* aligned to the development
mposite indicators in African countriee. It was empaasxsea rnaic lac. oi co .

.of African develff.^ countrieG

rn,r»v A-? -hhp. Third United Nations Development iJecaae ^i^enaa i^eu
Quantitative analysis of the

■49.
The follouinc documents were introduced by aTepresentative. of the secretariat,

(a) "Perspectives of the African i*eCion in the 19&io and Policy Indications"

(lil/CIhH/PS.l/V)
(b) "Projections Ueaultc for Soiae Individual /ifrican Gountriec11, (3/CH. 14/

. P3D=l/?/Add.i) ... .

(c) "Comparative Analysis of the Projections aide ^e;?^™/^rican ."
Countries by various United Nations Bodies", (±/Cl.LU/P>&.Vo)

(d) "Quantitative Analysis of the Problems ^ Perspectives of the African
Least Developed Countries in the Fr^enork of the Xhxrd Dnxtea. Ha^ono

., ■ Development Decade"",' (lilCA/CC^/LDG/S)

«0. The representative first recalled the decision of the last session of the

fon;ser Conference os. ^

SIS^^^S^^^SS p ad^ of the
He then outlined the iaportanoe of the present session ^ca- ^

be-innin3 of the 1980s and just one ^onth before t^e '*^^^; ^
.T^o ^tre-ed the irroortanee of the cession which was attendee by ^.y ax^a

« nanel* i^r- Robert Gardiner anc.Pro*.. U.

ter^n development trends and perspectives in their respective
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51» The representative of the secretariat further mentioned.' that the documents

were background papers axsiied e.t bringing to the attention of the Conference! the

main problems' facing the African region, the poor performances in the 1970a and the

very hlsaZ; prospects for the 19S'3e if past trends and policies were continued. He

also provided the Conference "with the results of the piaimed "scenarios1'which uere

analyzed hy the j2CA secretariat for three country groupings,"'"'namely (a) the major

oil exporting countries, (b) the least developed countries, (c) the non-least
developed and non-major-oil exporting countries. The last group tras"further

classified into -three' groups oh the basis' of their 197^ per capita GDPO

;>2. It was particularly indicated that? according to this planned scenario, ah

over—all growth target of J per cent was set for the region' as 'a-whole in the 19ous

with consistent tercets for the main sectors namely agriculture, 'i'aahiifacturing,' :

construction, energyj transport and communication and other services. It was also

pointed out that in order to achieve such-"targets, a great effort uas needed to

increase domestic savings together rath substantial improvements in the efficiency

of investment* Also, exports should expand in-the 1930s by an average annual rate

of about 7»~'-'per cent in volume terms through, inter—aliap export promotion including

the increase of intra-African trade and'co-operation with developing countries in

other regions. As' for imports, they' are projected to grow'at an average annual

rate of[ 8;2 pier cent at ■ constani: prices and such a target would-entail drastic

measures in order to be more selective and to reduce importation of luxury and non-

essential goods- "■■ . ■ .■'■''■ ' ..■.-'. ■ ... ■■ ■■■■..

53- The representative:of the secretariat also pointed out the major policy

implications of thetabove targets-which are in line with the Development Strategy

for Africa for 'the Third Development Decade: as adopted in resolution 332 (XIV) by

the Fifth Meeting of the; Conference of Ministers/Fourteenth Session of the Co;xiissioii;

It ::ae emphasised that in order to achieve' self-sufficiency in food and to usZie it ;

possible for the agricultural sector to grow'at an average annual i"ate of about 4-

per cent in the 19y0s, there is interr-alia an urgent need to increase inrestnent in

that sector'and particularly to expedite the implementation of river basin projects

in many African countries* Emphasis was also put-on the necessity 6f establishing a :

sound industrial base with vertical linkages including the processing of natural

resources. It was pointed out-that, given the prospects in developed countries, the
achievement of an over-all growth rate of 7 per cent;iiupXiec that growth in developing

countries in the ■'1980s should not be too directly, liniced to the growth in : the developed

world and that,regional co-cperation and;also co-operation uith other developing

regions;were1 nececsary conditions* Finally, specific duplications uere suggested for

groupo 6f couiitries frora the results of the planned scenario xor these groups.

54« ;The participants congratulated the secretariat on the brilliant and excellent
quality:Of'the trorkc 'It was observed that:the models and methods used were pertinent

in the long-term an'd that countries could benefit from the results of the cceharioso

Furtherjit.was noted that the uorlz highlighted the statistical data problems and gaps
that * needed to b|e examined. ■■' ■ ■

5^* A iiumber of issues uere raised by the participants regarding the quantitative

analysis and the development of the African region in the ISoCs in general, Zoiae

participants wondered whether the per capita income classification should continue to

be used in V"iew: of the fact that many other-factors are involved'in the ecoriomic

development andi performance of■■ African countries. It'was suggested thatj' fdr example,

it sHight be useful to take the Gahe'l i^epion as one f7rou'o, ■ ' '■■■■'
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[iS. It was also noted that there was a need to supplement the long-terra models

with short-term forecasts since many African countries face various problems and

deviations in the short-run- In this connexion, it was strongly felt that for the

secretariat to be able to make forecasts and adjustments based upon short-term,

deviations, it "was necessary to establish very concrete relationships and feedback

mechanisms between country officials zzi& the J2CA secretariat. It uas, indeed,

emphasised 'that the work of .projections going on in the iSCA secretariat should be

and taken as a continuous process.

57" Another question raised by cone participants related to the extent to which

the work of the secretariat wao married to the various reports of such meetings as

the OAU/-2CA Monrovia Colloquium on the prospects for development arid economic growth

in Africa especially to the year 2CGC and the OAU/IILG Dakar Seminar on "Economic

Planning and Social prospective*** whither Africa by the year 2000?" and the relation

ship which existed between the secretariat's work and the work of other research

centres who were developing global models. It was felt that there was a need to

establish and maintain contacts .among the researchers of African development prospects*

5<3. With regard to the scenarios analysed in the documents? it was observed that

there r.iight be need for scenarios that deal with the pressing issues; in Africa such

as self-sufficiency in food.and the alternative sources of energy. It was also
essential to have scenarios that enable the integration of social objectives and

possibilities with the various targets and which, for example, enabled the determination

of the needs of the rural sectors and the satisfaction of these needs. It was '"therefore

necessary to use sectoral models to facilitate the harmonization of objectives. It

was also pointed out that it would be useful to utilise other qualitative parameters

in assessing the development prospects. It was, for example, very important for Africa

to start.thinking of strengthening ■" horizontal, solidarity" within Africs where the

rich can help >the pooro This would necessitate the examination of ways and means to

implement the horizontal solidarity among.others by involving assistance from African ,
bilateral and multilateral sources. Also vertical relationship (i.e., looking
towards the developed countries) would need to be reviewed.

59O ' Hith ."regard-to the various proposed scenario targets outlined in the ^CA
documents some participant;: felt that some targets were relatively ambitious. It

was pointed but that the 7 per cent growth target would necessitate a very high

investment rate of the order of over, 30 per cent of GDP which would result into

large debt problems for the African-region. It was felt that financial constraints

were crucial and hence only realistic investment rates could be envisaged.

60, However, it was pointed out that it was important to; realise that (a) Africa
x;as not poor in resources I (b) Africa could do better in terras of output expansion1'

than has been done in the past two decades, and (c) what was needed was to identify
problems and solutions to. constraints at the.national, regional and international

levels. It was thus clear that there was the need for Africa to alter the existing .■

trade., financialf manpower and economic relationships with the outside world. There
was also the need for elaborating social objectives to eradicate uass poverty,

disease,'malnutrition, etc. In essence, to attain the high rates as those elaborated

in the planned scenario it is necessary to clearly specify the policy instruments
such as how to achieve .a 4 per cent yearly increase in agricultural output, and

over 9 per cent of manufacturingoutput, etc.

61. In. this connexion, it was also noted that there was a need for the States to
discuss the problems of their countries among themselves critically and frankly. The
credibility of the African countries, it was emphasised, was important not only as

regards tho various targets but also with regard to issues such asjrhether or not the
African countries can seriously undertake the various necessary reforms that are

advocated and can efficiently plan for the utilisation of aidB
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■ ■ ■ . , ■ ■ . ■ ■ PLANNING COMMITTED

Election.of Officers (Agenda Item 7)

Mr
. G.-BoungourTsatou (Congo) was elected rapporteur

Development Planning ana Prof. Bnbioa Ghosh.

^ "*» discu^ion Pn the— entitled^£,f^^S STE
1980s- and policy ^plications .E/CN.14//37, E/CN^l / Q^ of aiscussion

^UfSe^icS^-^5r^ he^io^ con,.. (,
policy implication of the planned, scenario for die 1980s.

65. Many part,clpants g^^^^^ST^ ^ssSIca
income basis It was ^ef ^^e of Entries which include many aspects in
ccount the non-hoaogenous "*»«« ^tratLies; (b) the socio-economic

the Governo.nts ---^ V i f ittion in wor
tSTtatS ^tratLies; (b) the socioeco
particular: (a) the Governo.nts ---^ution' V) deaiee of integration in world
structure of production and xncome d.strxbutxon ^ JolmiC3l faotors, However, it
trade ■ Cd) size of popu.at.on; fe ^"^^"^ lilaiiattons and that nonetheless
'^^^S^ SSSCr^^n orally used in the » syste,.

«. It«StteSea ^t the econometric techni^es used to^scri.^J^

u,ing.hiStoriKal data should ^J^^^^^^.^Mt, fluctuations in_

emphasized that (Ms type of ^= »°™!*1^E^;^ng was aiso suggested 'to the EC6
^rSSr SS^ni ^ countries and other

international agencies, ' ■ '

67, 'see participants ^--sed concern about^e .projectio^ ^^ y__.__ .

performances". si^* these ■ ^J^^^^^evelopment"adopted , at ithe; fourteenth, session
which will.f.oliov7..tne Af^ic^n strategy rui. . "Ministfers at RaSat^ inlMarchr1979.

of the Coinmission/fifth meting of ^e Con..^^ ^der ^iudtog-Jthe' attainment, of

This Strategy alto at the^at^ot^^ ^ regional U^W- But it was ■

collective selr-reliance both at x,ne ^^^^tudied to enable a comparative analysis
emphasised that the historical scenario o o &nd trPnds prevailed in the
of the consequences that woula follow x£ pas- poxx

1980s.
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but ratter -a consistent framework indicative of the future evolulxon of the

economies,

69 according to the planned scenario, agriculture should grow by 4 per cent which

Sri anCountries J line with the objective of collective
field it was observed that certain development objectives such as

jss'"«"rssss-
subregional and regional co-operation.

70 The participants commended the ECR secretariat on the constructive work done in
highlighting the socio-economic objectives for the 1980s, but some participants were
ratterconcerned about the identification of the policies needed to achieve these
objectives. For example some participants referred to the Importance of carrying out
sectoral studies and analyses of consumption patterns so as to id™£* *■ P^fjf^
would enable the correspondence of the structure of production to the real needs of the
populations of the African region and thereby■also reduce, in particular the imports
of food. Also, the need to survey the potentials in natural resources especially in

agriculture, raining, energy, water and environment.

71. The co.nittee then turned ^^iscussion of the policy Rations

^^^ to the^velop^ent of agricultureco^y^ ^
industries! development of social sectors

=

72. From the ensuing discussions it was noted that to achieve the 4 per

target in agriculture, tremendous efforts would have to be d^ct?^^f
remunerative prices for agricultural products, appropriate mechanization R

intensive application of basic inputs., e.g. fertilizers the est^s™ °f storage
caoacities transport, distribution and the processing of agricultural products the
■betSr ufilization of' human, resources and the development of ^^^S-^^
Further, it was urged. Stat there was a necessity for effective programmes of rural

extension services. _.
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73. Sane participants stressed the importance of food crops so. as to achieve food

self-sufficiency, although it was noted fchat such an objective should be accompanied

by -the*, need* to increase the production of other export crops so a's not to reduce the

export earnings in.some Countries and therefore impede the financing of their

development plans,. Nonetheless-, food self-sufficiency, it was agreed, was a major

priority and it was suggested that it would be useful for countries to construct food

balance sheets at the national level in. order to indicate the year-by-year priorities

with regard to the achievement of collective self-sufficiency in food by the year 2000.

74= .In the field of manufacturing industry the participants pointed out the heed to

use local material and local skills and technology, and to develop industrial co

operation in Africa. Specifically it was pointed out that for basic arid large-scale

industries such as iron and steely metal industries/chemical and petrochemical

industries there is a need to harmonize industrial policies for Africa as a whole in

view of subregional and regional integration. In this respect it was believed that

ECA could carry out capacity utilization.studies to form a basis for rationalizing

resource mobilization and allocation to such expensive projects at-the regional level.

Similarly, with respect to import substitution industries,; the secretariat of EGA, in

co-operation with relevant regional organizationsf could assist in identifying the

types.of industries which can best be undertaken at multinational levels.

75. The significance- of transport in the African context was emphasized by many

participants particularly with regard to the land-locked.countries, in view of the

fact that transport consumes a lot of energy, the studies'being undertaken by EGA

secretariat in,energy should bear in mind such aspects of. the problem. It was also

pointed out that in view of the growing importance.of, the energy problem and its

increasing costs which absorbed a great portion of- African export earnings? efforts

should be made to incorporate into the ■model a study on :the supply and demand of

energy, in the African region as a whole and its, short-term' or long-term: projection up

to the year 2000 so as to enable African countries to-build up a regional energy

programme in the. fields of production, consumption and energy'conservation,. -

76. The Conference also noted the need for establishing subregional training centres

and for orienting the education system in line with the socio-Economic development and

employment opportunities.

77. To achieve collective self-reliance emphasis was*put by many participants on the

need to promote trade among African countries in order to increase the share of intra-

African trade in the total volume of trade of Africa and to increase their solidarity

particularly in monetary and financial arrangements. It was emphasised: that Africa

should develop its own system for domestic resource mobilization at the local„ national

and,regional levels, (e.g* promotion of domestic saving through the banking system and

other financial institutions „ taxation,, curtailment of non-essential 'consumption-, more

efficient and unwasteful use of domestic resources, etc.) and that external financing

should only be used to supplement the efforts of the countries of the African region.

In that respect, a call was made for a pan-African horizontal solidarity for the

channelling of resources from the rich, oil-surplus countries to the poor, non-oilf

least developed countries. In this respect, the representative of UNCTAD suggested that

appropriate mechanisms should be established in order to mobilize )m-d channel such :

resources to the countries with resource gaps.
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78. in the field of planning, it was stressed that there was an urgent heed to make
the proposed information system in the ECA operational so as to enable African countries
to use xt^and to follow closely the development, elaboration and execution of different
country plans. The importance of. regional planning was also stressed since it can
facxlxtate the decentralization and implementation of decisions. Also emphasis was put
on the need for a--close relationship between the plans and the annual budget as the :
latter determines the direction and pace of plan implementation,

79. Many participants stressed the necessity in many African countries to give to
planning agencies adequate leverage in deciding the pattern of actual resource allocation
to the sectors :in order to ensure that plan targets are met. Particularly, there should
r>e a setter co-ordination among planning agencies, central banks and finance ministries :
in varxous countries in order to ensure the coherence between the monetary and fiscal'
policxes on one hand and the plan objectives on the other. :

80. The representative of the USSR in his statement emphasized that the need for a
new approach to the solution of Africa's economic problems was prompted by the
deterioration of the economic situation and the persistent unequal, oppressed position
of African developing countries vis-a-vis, the capitalist world economy. These, of course,
have been spurred on by the energy and monetary crises and the: activities of especially
the transnational corporations which were remitting larger shares of their profits abroad.
The amounts of profits being remitted from the developing countries of Africa exceeds
the new inflow of direct foreign investment. This testifies to the fact that the
plundering of African resources by foreign monopoly capital is being continued. He noted
that the-development strategy: for Africa-which-was endorsed by the ECA Conference of
Mxmsters in Rabat in 1979 was more than just a part of th- United Nations global '"
strategy, but was an essentially new one, containing a new approach to development and
calling for the replacement of the orthodox principles1 by fundamentally new ones. The
concept of self-reliance-, he noted, paid great attention to man and his requirements
and attached an important role to the national state ?:: to the democratization of the'

development process, to inter-African co-operation and to collective efforts for achieving
collective self-reliance,

Institute for Economic Development and Planning- (IDEP) (Agenda Item 9)

81. At the invitation of the Chairman of the Planners' Committee, the Director of
IDEP .presented an oral report covering the following four matters: ' ' ■■

(a) He told the Conference that the United Nations General Assembly had approved :
IDEP's statute at its session in December 1979' and that, this statute, was now operational}

(b) He then submitted the three documents which IDEP Governing Council had decided,
at its twenty-first session held at Addis Ababa from 21 to 23 March 1980/ to transmit
to the Conference, The first document (IDEP/21/GC/2) provided an assessment of "the ;
financial situation. ■ !

Ci) Because of the accumulated surpluses of the second phase and of the last
; two years, the $360,000 revolving fund.was being replenished;

(ii) The revenues originated from the following sources in 1979 (in United
States dollars)
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Government contributions

Annual contribution from UNDP

Other resources

630,327.39

800,000,00

206,300.92

(iii) The expenditure amounted to 1,550,338.Q7 which led to a surplus of
86,290.24.

(iv) Other resources are essentially for scholarship.

82. The August 1978- March 1980 progress report (CA/117/80) described both stages

of the two-year programme completed or in progress (nine-month, six-month and three-

month courses). : It set out the number of trainees and the financing of.their fellowships

and also a list of the research work carried out over the period. The third document

(R/073/79-K/012-7S) covered the work programme for the 1980/81 academic year.

83. In that regard, the Director mentioned that 70 trainees were expected for admission

to the nine- and three-month programmes commencing in October., 1980 subject to. IPF

fellowship financingJ" he also pointed out that from 1981,, a second option in integrated

*rutal.development would be offered as a three-month course. He ended ,-by saying that a

round table conference on "Africa and the International Development Strategy for the

Third United Nations Development Decade" would be oraanized jointly with ECA late in

1980.. " '.,...-.,.■.-■

84. The major problem was still the inadequate number of fellowships financed out.of

national IFFs, which limited the ievel of recruitment? in 1979 only 45 out of fi_4,
candidates could be admitted. ,.,,.■"

(c) He then submitted a draft resolution to the. Conference of Ministers, for

consideration. The draft/ which had been prepared along the lines indicated by the

Governing1 Council, dealt with financial questions and recommended that African States ..•■■;

should: . .

(i) provide fellowships financed out of the national IPFsJ . . -.■-.■

(ii) pay all their arrears before the end of 1980 £ ... ......

(iii)' pay their contributions regularly. ...

(d) Finally,1 he pointed out..that the term of office of' six. members of the-

Governing Council "had expired and that the Conference would have' to replace them-.

85. With reference to the financing of fellowships, the tlNDP Resident Representative ■

and member of the Governing Council informed the Conference of the decisions.-taken at

Mbabane (Swaziland) in January 1980 by the'Resident Representatives in Africa. The

latter had taken, cognizance of the joint action that they would have to..undertake■with ■

Governments so as to include in national.IPFs the fellowships that they wished to reserve

for IDEP students.' Hence those funds which are usually not fully utilized - the level- ■

ranging between 40 and 60 per cent could be used to train planners at IDEP.
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86. The main questions raised by the Planners during the discussion related to:

(i) curricula? ' ■■■■■■.-

(ii) recruitment of studentsJ

(iii) the financing of the Institute.

87. A number of participants expressed the wish that a different option,.namely rural
development, rather than industrialization, should be adopted for the three-month courses,
and that short specific courses should be offered. The Director replied.that, over the

period 1971-1976, short courses had occupied a predominant place in the training provided,
but that, from 1977 onwards, the competent authorities had decided to give-priority to
the two-year course, and that swallowed up all the Institute's financial and manpower
resources.

88. Participants also asked for information on the educational level and methods of
recruiting students. The Director pointed out that applicants had to have a degree and
that all applicants are proposed by government authorities and examined byllDEp". In
reply to a question concerning African inter-state organizations,:he "said'that applicants
from such organizations would be acceptableJ. since the applicants were,nationals of.
member countries their applications could be submitted by their States.

89. with regard to research programmes, he pointed out that they were worked out by the
Academic Board of the Institute. A report on those programmes was submitted to the

Governing Council, which could thus express its opinions and indicate priorities. Some

participants expressed the wish that Planners should be more regularly consulted on
those programmes.

90. A number of participants expressed their concern with regard to the inadequate
size of the teaching staff, translators and interpreters and therefore of finance. In
that connexion, the UNDP Representative informed the Conference that UM)P was in favour
of increasing its contribution.for phase III (1982-1986).

91. The Director informed the Conference that the Governing Council had just started
to think systematically about phase III of IDEP. An ad hoc Committee set up within

the Council would examine the different options relating to training, research, the
number of professional staff required, and finance.(scale of contributions for States,
etc.). Thus all possibilities corresponding to the/different wishes expressed.by. the
Conference would be considered,

92. The Conference unanimously recommended .that the'draft resolution it had adopted* .
should be submitted to the Conference of Ministers.

93. The Conference then proceeded to elect hew members, to. replace-the six outgoing".
members of the Governing Council (Algeria, Morocco, the Upper-Volta, Burundi, the. - .
United Republic of' Cameroon and Somalia). . . ' ' .-, '. .

* Annex.
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The regional sub-groups.proposed the following candidates s

North African ' Mr. Kacim Bracheni (Algeria) - re-elected

■ ' : ■ """ . .. Mr» Fouad Lahlou (Morocco) - re-elected

West Africa:■ . " "Mr. Justin Gnidehou (Benin) - to replace

; .'■ " Mr. Pierre Tahita (the Upper Volta) ' . - ■■

Central Africa: Mr, Patrice Mandeng (United Republic of Cameroon) -

""''.'" . , re-elected. . . ■

Mr. Eilaire Babassana (the Congo) - to replace

'Mr. Anselme Murango (Burundi)

East Africat "Mr. M.S.C. Mulenga (Zambia) - to replace

Mr. Omar Osman (Somalia)

94. The Chairman stated that the term of office of the six newly elected or re-elected

members would be four years and would take effect from 1 January 1981. The; term of office

of the six other members of the Council, not due for renewal in 1980 would expire in 1982,

as they had been elected for four years in 1978, ...

95. The Chairman invited the newly elected members to submit their curricula vitae

to him which they-did, . . , .

Programme of "worVi'n development planning, projections and policies (Agenda Item 10)

96. On item 10 of the provisional agenda, a member of the secretariat introduced the

following documents%

(a) Review of ECA activities in the field of development planning, projections and

policies 1978-1979 and proposed work programme 1980-1981 as approved by the fourteenth

session of the Ccr;mission/fifth meeting of the Conference of Ministers, Rabat 20-28 March

1979 E/CN.14/PSD.1/10.

(b) Programme of work and priorities for 1980-1981 E/CN.14/707/Rev,1.

97. He outlined the main elements of the work carried out during 1978-1979 by the

Socio-Econpmiq Research and Planning Division in the field of development planning,

projections and policies and ernphasized that the programme was generally based on the

Development Strategy for Africa for the Third United Nations Development Decade outlined

in resolution 332 (XIV) adopted at the fifth meeting of the Conference of Ministers.

During the same period the studies undertaken and completed include: (a) the Survey

of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa for the periods 1977-1978, and 1978-1979

including the special studies on economic growth/ employment,, income distribution and

mass poverty in the African region, (b) studies on-the exchange control system in about

40 African developing countries as an introduction to the study of the sources, magnitudes

and mechanisms of foreign exchange leakages in African countries and their impact on the

availability of development resources and on external debt accumulation, (c) perspectives

of the African region in the 1980s and policy implications, (d) projections results for

.some individual African countries, (e) quantitative analysis of the problems.and

perspectives of the African least developed countries in the framework of the Third

United Nations Development Decade and (f) comparative analysis of the projections made

for developing African countries by various United Nations bodies.
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98= It was pointed out that the Division is divided into three substantive sections
namely (a) the socio-economic policy, planning and projection section, (b) the socio-

economic surveys and analysis section and (c) the fiscal, monetary and financial policv
and institutions section. He added that the first conference on the problems and

perspectives of the .African least developed countries recommended the establishment of

an adequately staffed unit in the Division to work on the programmes requested by the.

Conference, These include missions to review and appraise the progress on the

implementation of the Comprehensive New Programme of Action initiated, under ONCTAD

Resolution 122 (V) and to service an annual Conference of Ministers of Least Developed

African Countries. He reiterated the extremely heavy workload of the Division and the

extremely limited staff resources available of a mere fourteen professional staff

including the Chief of the Division. Because of these limitations some programme

elements were not implemented in 1978-1979. He drew also the attention of the Conference

to the impossibility of carrying out all elements of the voluminous work programme for
1980-1981 with the present resources.

99. The participants congratulated the Division for the constructive and very useful
work undertaken and completed during the period 1978-1979. Some participants noted

that studies such as those on mass poverty, unemployment and income distribution were,

very important and could be treated in greater detail and if possible should be introduced
in the models built,

100. In discussing the work programme for 1980-1981 the Conference noted the various
problems and constraints faced by the Division. These constraints include the severe

shortages of staff and financial resources, the lack'of adequate data,, methodologies
and analytical tools with regard to some projects. In view of these constraints the

Conference accepted to set priorities for the projects in the work programme for the
1980-1981 period.

101. It was agreed that the following programme elements be given priority in the
period 1980-19.81:.

(a) The annual survey of current economic and social development and policies
£9.241.02, 9.241.03, .9.241.04 and 9.244.02)

(b) Sectoral and employment projections for ECA region (9.242.15)

(c_) The study of measures for effective, oo-ordination of development activities
between the public and private sectors in a number of African countries (9,243,03)

(d.) Analysis and evaluation of the impact of tariff and non-tariff protection
on industrialization in Africa (9..243.05)

te? Studies of the design and applicability of social economic indicators in
the African context (9.243.07)

(fj Studies of- the role of national development banks as instruments for
economic development (9.245,02). A seminar will be organized in this respect and the

report will be-submitted to the next Joint-Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians,.Demographers, 1982 for information. . •'.
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<£> Studxes of the role of the non-banking financial institutions in the
mobilization of financial resources for development (9.245.03)

(h) Work programme on the least developed African countries as adopted by the
iirst session of the Conference on the Problems and Prospects of the African Least
Developed Countries {see paragraph 42), .. .-'... . .' "■

102. It was also agreed that items (b)r■ (e), (d), (e) would constitute the main
elements of-the agenda for the Planning Committee of the Second Joint Conference of
Arrican. Planners, Statisticians and Demographers in 1982.

103. WitJTregard to the' remaining elements of the work programme,.-efforts'should be
made to get the collaboration of member States and some international organizations
u ^tT im^lemeiltation- For example, it was suggested that individual" countries
should be encouraged to undertake studies regarding the building up of inventories

ZLVUTX^L\*A%:^1' hUm5n' lffltltuttaI and otl>ers< Itwas however pointed out
=fJ; r? difficult for other international organizations having their own

established programmes to undertake the various elements. ■

104. In view of the various resource constraints faced by the Division in the
implementation^of its programme of work, the Conference strongly recommended that

t^Tw :an^ I"^f1 resourcGS of the Socio-Economic Research and: Planning Division
should be -substantially increased so as to enable the Division to implement its
programme elements taking into account the priorities as laid out in paragraph 45. . .

105. The representative of the UNCTAB secretariat introduced a note entitled
Co-operation in model-building for economic analysis and forecasting concerning

l" T^"! ? reP°^ed that prelimin tt l
g ncerning

T^! ? that preliminary contacts already. undertaken by
and ECn show that there are f ti

ir

! ? py tacts already. undertaken by
show that there are very few countries where national models already

exist but, that interest in starting such work has been expressed by about 20 African
countries. The meeting; recommended that with regard to the projection models, EGA, i
collaboration with UNCTAD, should make available to countries which Vant these models

SLf^neT89XyJ1ementS f°r ^ ^Plementation of model building, installation and
fi™ t°n S enable,these countries to undertake projections and short- and medium-tern
forecasts. He considered EGA to be the. natural real point of such co-operation and -
that a: possible way of financing:the activity could be a UNDP project executed by ECA
in association with UNCT&D. -

^Ti^ adopted a draft Statement entitled "Proposals and recommendations
to the Sixth Meeting of the Conference of Ministers/Fifteenth Session of the

Commission" to be submitted to the plenary meeting.
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. . STATISTICS. COMMITTEE • ■ ■ "

Election of officers (Agenda item .11)

107. The outgoing Chairman of the tenth" session of the Conference of African
Statisticians, Mr. Parmeet Singh (Kenya), presided over the election. .Mr.■ Lamine- Diop
(Senegal) was elected Chairman of the Committee, with'Mr. Mitik Beyene (Ethiopia)
and Mr. Clement Mierassa (Congo) as first and second Vice-Chairmen and Mr, J.B, Coker
(Nigeria) as ■Rapporteur. ■ . .'

Statistical development (Agenda item 12) " ■ ■ . ' :

(a) Report on ECA statistical activities .."'".' . ' ' ....

108. The secretariat presented document E/CSN.14/PSJ). 1/11 which reported on BCA '
statistical activities since the last session of the.Conference of African.
Statisticians- In general the report reflected a significant increase in the .
size of the.SCA statistical programme, with greater emphasis on assistance to national
statistical development through concerted efforts in specific areas such as the' -
African Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP), the Regional Advisory
Service in Demographic Statistics :(RASDS), the Statistical .Training Programme for
Africa (STPA) and the project to improve national accounts and related "basic
series in least developed and newly independent countries. . ■■ . ■

109. In response to requirements expressed by the region/ the EGA statistical
programme.was.intended, to assist countries in achieving a satisfactory allocation

of resources between data collection and processing, analysis, plan formulation and
monitoring. It was suggested'that, the principal shortfall was in data analysis.
Efforts-in this area would necessarily generate much closer links "between-
statisticians- and planners, " . . "

110. The Committee was pleased to note recent developments but did not undertake .;
any general discussion because most of the component topics were covered under '

other agenda items. It also noted that African countries were beginning to play a
more direct role in the implementation of the regional statistical programme and.
emphasize the importance of these efforts* . , ;.

111. In response to a question the secretariat provided information on staff
changes in the ECA statistics Division since preparation of its report in
December 1979- The overall position was 12 regular budget staff posts which were
all filled and 15 extra-budgetary technical assistance posts, of which 11 were
filled, with one recruit joining shortly and three posts still under recruitment.
The last-named included two new posts in civil registration and cartography..

112. The Committee expressed particular concern about continuation of the national
accounts project for which current funding arrangements would end in mid-1981.
It emphasized the need for periodic advisory missions and training for countries
which still lacked adequate resources for preparation of the basic aggregates.
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in. Better working contact between' the ECA Statistics -Division and sub-regional ■
agencies -was requested but it .was., appreciated- that close collaboration already. : .
existed-in. respect of a number of specific projects. ■ ■ ^ -

(b)- Statistical Organisation - .""..' ' ,; '■ ."" :

114. A representative of the secretariat introduced the agenda item referring. .
document. E/OT.14/PSD.1/13 entitled "Report on the Organisation andS.taffing- of.,-
African Statistical'Services/, which reviewed 'problem's related to 7the-: position of.
statistical staff and training needs, the place of national statistical, services
in the'-.government structure, legislation, co-ordination of statistical, activities^,
and new areas of statistical, development, with- special reference to energy statistics

and environmental, statistics. _ '

US. The Committee was of'the opinion thafthe position'of statistical staff in-
■national .statistical services still gave cause for concern as a result of the
exodus, of trained staff toward other more attractive Sectors. ■ Various solutions. -
^to-the -problem were suggested.including the improvement of statisticians'-working
conditions, the need to have fellowship holders sign commitments to serve within ..
the"national statistical services during a minimum period of time and: a rational
staff assignment .policy. Nevertheless, the Committee endorsed the conclusion of.

the- l;9-7.7- .Working Group to review statistical training needs, in Africa to- the ,
effect that it was neither realistic nor advisable to put a stop to the■current
drift of .national statistical service personnel to other sectors. ■■■ .

116. According to the most recent estimates from the secretariat, the -region!s •

training needs oyer the next ten years were estimated at 5SOOO professional
statisticians and'.7,000 middle-level statisticians. Several representatives

expressed'.doubts as to the reliability of. the figures given in Table 3 of the._ ..
document under consideration from which the above mentioned estimates were derived.
Some representatives considered that the needs were over estimated'while-others
maintained thatiihey were under estimated. The representative of the secretariat .
explained that the'estimates were a synthesis of information provided by;countries

in various surveys conducted/b^ ECA and by other bodies such as the-European ..- - -
Centre for Advanced graining in Statistics and Economics for Developing Countries, -.
(CESD). Reference, was-made to the fact that national- statistical services always,

found it difficult to'specify the number of posts they.would like to.have.available
because' programme changes and budgetary constraints were unknown factors.- Although,
the figures given might not" be very.reliable, they had been reviewed,several

times and-constituted a suitable working base given the objective.of: meeting the
national needs of countries of the region. .Participants were asked ;to isend .
any new information which they mighVhave available to the secretariat jas.a- periodic
review of the estimates established"'to-date was necessary. ' The. representative c

of the Munich Centre for Advanced Training in Applied^ Statistics .for!.developing
Countries, suggested that short-term'training heeds--should be evaluated;.,; Many
agencies wished" that1 the statistical retirements -are"; further broke^down to
indicate training of basic statistics and specialised training for: .serving

statisticians. This would help them in planning the assistance, to bei given by

them.
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II?; With respect to the place of national statistical services within the

government structure, the Committee noted that 79 per cent of the services

remained attached to the ministry or body in charge.of planning, thus correlating

the desire of countries of the region to put their economic and social development

plans on a statistical foundation- The advantages and disadvantages of the
different positions in some countries were considered. Some representatives

expressed the opinion that national statistical services should be somewhat

autonomous. The- Committee was told that in.countri.es like Cuba, Japan and

New Zealand, there existed a ministry of statistics and that.in Japan a national
statistics day had been instituted. Finally, after thorough discussions, the
committee1 felt that, regardless of: the location of national statistical services

-within the government structure, the prime concern was to ensure the services*

efficiency. The ability of national statistical services to respond promptly to

the needs of users actually contributed to enhance recognition of the role of

statistics in the economic and social development process.

118- The Committee recommended that a working group on the organization of statistical
services, similar to that which met for Asia and the Pacific, should be organized j.n

Africa'. Such a group would include not .only statisticians but also representatives

of various departments and bodies interested in statistics; Ministry of Planning,

Ministry of Finance, private sectors, etc- In addition the committee expressed

the hope that, in .the context of making governments more aware of the importance

of statistical services, the reports of the working group on Asia and the Pacific

and of the courses organized by the Munich Centre for Advanced Training on the

organization of statistical services should be disseminated as widely .as possible

in all African countries*

119* The Committee paid special attention to the issue of the co-ordination of

statistical activities at-the national level- Several ways of ensuring such

co-ordination were considered in the light of the experience of various countries,.

In Kenya, a consultative machinery in which various Government authorities and

the private sector participated had ^oeen set up. In Ghana, a statistics board

for co-ordinating'" statistical work had had been set .up and statistics had been

accorded greater importance in Ghanais new Constitution. France had a national
statistics board which programmed.statistical work* Several representatives also

pointed out that their countries .intended to .set up 'inter-ministerial committees

for statistical co-ordination. The Committee recognized the usefulness of -

co-ordinating and consultative committees, of .:that kind as a means of bringing

producers and users of statistics together and of...avoiding duplication of work.
In the Committee's view, there should be. co-ordination.right from the start,

from the study of concepts, definitions and classifications to the analysis and

publication of results.' National statistics, authorities should be responsible

for the technical aspects of .concepts, definitions^ .classifications, etc. For

the sake of harmonization within each country and of international comparability-

Some representatives also said that problems sometimes arose .in collaboration

between national statistics authorities and the statistical .units of different'

ministerial departments,. In that connexion the representative of France described

the experiences of BTSEE, which maintained standing contacts with the-statistical

sections of ministries, thus ensuring satisfactory work co-ordination.
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120- The Committee expressed keen interest in the two new areas of statistical

development — .energy statistics and environmental statistics - suggested'"by the

secretariat in addition to programmes such as AI-ISCP and social indicators. Many

statistics for those two areas already existed in the various government bodies?

but there were problems of concepts .and definitions.. Co-ordination was necessary

in that area -too. The Committee recognized the importance of the two areas while

stressing their complexity. It suggested that the work of the United Kations

Statistical Office and of other bodies concerned such as the United Nations

Environmental. Programme, should be brought to the attention of the countries

of the region so that they could study the question. It was suggested that

short-term consultants could, if necessary, be serii to centres participating

in the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA) to deal with those

two areas.

P21. The Committee was of the opinion that appropriate'legislation was needed before

the inception of statistical operations such as censuses and surveys, so that all

the necessary financial and human resources could be mustered for them.

122* WinSlly9 the UDEAC representative, expressed.the wish that for the sake of

more 'effective co-opera tion,- the ECA would also pay attention to the problems of
subregional organizations in future surveys on the organization and staffing of

African statistical services.

(o) Report on the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (S'TPA)

123j In the presentation of the papers, "Progress report on the Statistical Training

Programme for Africa (STPA)", B/CN.I4/PSD.I/I4 and "Report of the meeting of directors
of statistical training centres", E/Clf.14/PSD.1/15? the secretariat gave a summary

of the background to the STPA and the UHDP-financed project giving it operational

support. The role of the iilCA as co-ordinator was stressed. A concise review of the

progress made since the arrival of the two training advisers was then given-

Reference was made to the estimates on which the programme was. based.. These had

come in for some criticism during the discussion of paper E/CN.14/PSD.1/13j some

delegates thinking they were too high.,' and others too low» It was agreed however

that they provided a basis for targets to be aimed atj and that in the meantime

the estimates should be up—dated.

124« Reference was made to problems which, had been encountered and which, were

referred to in these two papers. Prominent among these were the need to make ' '

special provision for Portuguese-speaking countries and that of loss jof trained

staff. However,, the main problem was that of obtaining an adequate- supply of

fellowships for students wishing to attend the Centres.

125« The attention of the Committee was drawn to a recommendation made-in the

Report of the STPA Directors' Meeting (S/CT.14/PS.U.1/15 Annex i). /This proposed

that ACP countries should ask EEC to set up a regional fund to provide fellowships

to the Centres.

126. As foi'lpw-up action to this recommendation, an ECA mission was. sent to .various

donors in;Europe. .The general message received was that cuts had been made in

technical, assistance (Commonwealth Secretariat and Overseas Development -.< ;.

Administration, U.Ko:;). Funds were available, however? but the allocation depended
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on the degree of priority given "by the countries to the fellowship applications.

The secretariat recommended that Directors of statistical offices should seek

to have adopted ^j their GovernmentSj country statistical training programmes to-. ,

fit in with the STPA'targets.' This would help to ensure the approval "by the

appropriate officials in their countries of the required number of fellowship ,. ..

applications'- . . ..... .

127. From meetings of EGA officials with EEC, it would appear that the best way

to secure the benefit of the generous attitude of the EEC to the STPA .was. to

submit to them a proposed Regional' Project for support to the STPA.. .SEC could .

provide ss.y 240 fellowships a year for fiye years, (120 for French-speaking

centres and 1'20 for English-speaking centres) together with provision for. ' ■ "

lecturer/consultants and their counterpart training and support in "provision of ', .
supporting infrastructure such, as.accommodation facilities.

128- The meeting was informed that under Lome II Convention it was now possible

for EEC to consider the provision- of student fellowships for attendance at regional

bentres. Such provision could be included in Hegipnal Project Documents. ' .

submitted to the EEC and supported by user countries and the ACP secretariat. The ..

Committee therefore recommended that a Regional Project Document or documents,

as appropriate, be prepared for submission to the European Economic Community, -•-■

requesting operational support to the Statistical Training Programme for'Africa,

through the Centres participating in. this programme. The Project(s) would provide/
for technical assistance over a period of five years in the form of?

(1) an adequate number of student-fellowships to the Centres per annum:;

(2) lecturer/consultants at the Centres\ and

,■.■■'■ .(3) fellowships for the training;of counterpart staff at the Centres.

.Such a proposal'would be much assisted by' support froms . . - .:

(1) the user-countries of the Centres?

(2) the ACP secretariat? and -.■■.■■

(3) the present influential conference,

129» While confirming that training of statisticians was a priority area for

his organization, the representative of EEC explained that the procedure for

obtaining fellowships is not as simple as.would appear.from, the introductory

statement of the secretariat* This statement contained errors which should be .

corrected to avoid any misunderstanding. The EEC multi-annual training programme.

operates by the following means % ... .. .. ..

(1) award of long and short-term fellowships

(2) provision of instructors and lecturers to institutes in ACP countries- ■

(3) organization of seminars and training workshops . ,

(4) provision of teaching material

Procedures are provided for in the: Lome Convention and in the agreements 'between

EEC and the countries of the Maghreb and Mashrak. Each country of the African

region has a training package which has to be elaborated in'terms of multi-annual

programme established in agreement with the Commission of the Economic Community.
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It is therefore 'essential .that during the programming missions? which EEC undertakes
in the countries, the, local authorities should indicate their needs for statistical

training-..fellowships during the next five years* . ■ ■ : \ ;"... .

130. When a training institute has a regional character, technical assistance

can be requested -by-countries of the region concerned, for the.benefit of.that .
institute, out of the.regional fund provided for by the Lome Convention. So far,.

this assistance has -materialized in the form of provision of lecturers,..

organization" of seminars and provision of equipment. Indeed EEC considered that.
the studies-are. primarily for the benefit of the individual countries-and it was

normal to change the- student fellowships to -the national" IPFs.' If the BEC-ACP
Committee so decides it will be possible that the training institutes ..will ■ ■. ■:

benefit from a fellowship allocation to be utilised annually for the benefit of _

trainees fronf.ACP States. • '• ; ; \ • ' . . ; .-' . .. : . ". . '' .. "

131 ."■ In'the discussion that'followed, attention-was drawn 'to."the problem of ---■■:■" ;■■
staffing at the Centres. The Institute -of Statistics and Applied.Economics, -'■

Uganda, in particular, the Committee was informed, wished to institute^
postgraduate-course leading to M.Sc. This was in line, with the recommendations . •■

of the Tenth iC6riferen6e of .African Statisticians and the needs, of the countries, .,-

to be served by"the Institute. The Committee was informed that ij was adequate ,

first to send a graduate on fellowship for one or two years aborad to obtain a

Master's degree.or Ph.D. arid, that thereafter such a candidate-would be able,
to return .and;'take-over from :the experienced expatriate.' ■ To maintain the

desired: high.'.standards for :a "postgraduates course this, the-Committee was

informed,.was hardly.sufficiente This.constituted a difficult problem-as .

technical- assistance donors do-not usually contemplate financing long-term ■; ,. .

technical-assistance. . ;"■■ ■ ■ . . .■ •■■-■ ■

132. The question was raised as to whether or not it was desirable to- establish :. ■

other centres under the STPA,.to meet the .aims of the Programme.' It;was pointed ■

out'that the participating Centres did not constitute, a 'closed r.shop*. .'■ Others'
could participate,.provided they-operated or were prepared to operate on a ; : .

regional basis., but the' Committee- favoured the expansion of, existing ■centres* -■ -

133. Attention ,was- drawn to a short fall between the figures, of 24Q fellowships ,,-■
per year referred to in connexion with KESC fellowships and-the numbers staged .a.s. ■;
required in'the'estimates as shown in paper E/CN.I4/PSD.I/I3. : .The/Committee was .*:.,

informed- that-national training centres and" in-service- training were ;contempXated■■■

■besides: EEC.- -. ." "-■■'■ ■ ' ■ " ' '"-■ ' -'_■ ..- .,'- "" ' '■"■■■. ';' '■.

134. 'It' was noted'that in view of the continuing transfer of statisticians -.■■

from national statistical services to other branches of government and the

private. sectoTj.,STPA should, as far as possible* aim-at expansion of, .training - . ;

facilities:;to; a 'level which would meet all national requirements for; statistical. .

personnel. |:" ;■ ' 7 ■ '" ■ ■ "■ ■." ■ ■ " . ' ; ■■ ■'■ ■ . ■ ' .

135.: It was pointed out that too rigid an adherence to high entrance scholastic.,

requirements would be self-defeating for educationally less developed countries

whose immediate need for statistical workers was pressing. Provision, it was felt,
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should be made for.those students falling short of the required qualifications to
be admitted to a one-year preparatory course to enable them to make up such

deficiencies. Reference was made to exemptions from entrance examinations to..

the middle-level course for some students on the grounds of two year's working'
experience in a statistical office.

136. The representative of Nigeria stated that the statistical training require
ments of his country'are so high that it will be necessary to get external assistance

to supplement the national efforts, contrary to the impression created in the1

paper "E/CiT.14/PSD.I/14. The. Committee also appreciated the interest expressed
in devoting special attention to the needs of the Portuguese-speaking countries ' ■

and agreed willingly to "a special meetingv'of the representatives of those ■
countries and the ECA. ' - : " - ■ ■■ ; "■

137» It was felt that it would, in the future, be helpful to invite some

representatives of user countries to the deliberations of the directors of STPA

centres in -fcheir regular meetings in order to discuss.problems of common interest *
such as bridging the gap between theory and practice. •■ : . : ■_

138- The need for the training of specialists in various fields of statistics was

stressed. The present gap'between demand and supply on this area must'be'bridged
within the .next few.years. . : . '

139' Finally the importance of courses in electronic data processing was stressed.
The Committee was then informed that there were enough prospective donors willing

to support the STPA. 'In principle the donors, the Committee was informed, welcome

the STFA proposals and would be prepared to,consider providing some support under
their normal technical co-operation procedures for a carefully worked out training

programme by individual user countries. The interested donor agencies included '

multilateral, donors such as the Commonwealth Secretariat through its Fund for

Technical Cooperation (CFTC), the European Economic Community (EEC), the United
Nations Development Programme (UHDPjj and bilateral donors such as the Overseas
Development Administration (0DA)7 United Kingdom, the Ministry of Cooperation and ■

the Institute national de la statistique et des etudes economiques (BTSEE), France,

the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States Aid Programme.

I4O0 Reference was made to the variety of short-term courses and seminars for •

practising.statisticians available in the Federal Republic of Germany, United

Kingdom, France and the'United States of America, The Munich Centre for advanped

training in applied statistics, the Committee was informed, has been working out

arrangements to conduct a six-week seminars in African statistical training centres

for the coming three years, and attention was drawn to the valuable work of this
centre. -

141- The. Committee endorsed the'Report of the Meeting of the Directors of the ■

Centres participating in the Statistical Training Programme for Africa and its' :

recommendation at Annex I- It also reiterated that action should be taken as

soon as possible to meet the statistical training needs of the Portuguese-speaking
countries» '" ■ ■ -
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(d) i ~ Oo-ordination of technical assistance for African

statistical development ■ . . '. " .

142. The discussion was based on two reports, Technical Assistance to African
statistical development, B/C3Sf.l4/PSD.l/l6 and Co-ordination of Technical Assistance

for African statistical development B/CN.l4/PSD.l/l6Add.l. These give a quantitative
review of -technical - assistance in statistics to countries of Africa provided by the
United Nations - i.e., WDP, UKFPA and certain individual countries by. a system of
funds ,in.-trust, international, agencies and bilateral agencies.. The .review covered

the period,197.7-1979 and,, in some cases, information on expected technical .

assistance in statistics activities for 1980/81- ■ ;

143. The reports provide information on actual or estimated total expenditure by
agencies over the period b. year, on fellowships awarded and utilized "by countries,

on training courses convened "oy. certain training institutes and the number of
fellows who attended such courses. The reports also list various projects carried
out during the period by country and by experts. They also provide a description by
certain agencies on procedures which countries should take to obtain technical

assistance in statistics. .

144. In introducing the paper, the representative of the secretariat stated that

the two documents were prepared in response to a request from the tenth Conference

of African Statisticians for a paper on the co-ordinated contribution of technical
assistance activities to Africa from all available sources.. He stated that

although this .presentation falls short of the desired goal, it however represented
a very useful start which should be improved considerably for presentation to the
next Conference. The secretariat made efforts to get contributions.from all .

agencies.including statistical, training institutions, but, apparently due to the
short notice,.given fo.r providing contributions, in many cases such, specific

information could.not be obtained from the large mass of information available . ..

to agencies. Since the preparatory'time would be much longer for:.the paper for :
the new conference it is expected that more agencies will be able to make
contributions. These future reports will provide country by country analysis of
technical, assistance .activities from all sources.

145. In reviewing ;the substance of "the reports, the meeting was informed that
total financial .contribution to technical assistance activities in Africa from
TMDP and .UFFPA .have increased over the past six years, and that UNFPA1 s contribution
was further Significantly increased between 1978 and 1979- This trend would continue
into the 1980a WTpFPA continues to provide financial support to developing .

countries in the improvement of their civil registration systems as well as for

preparatory uctiviti^s connected with the 1980 round of population and.housing

censuses. : : . ■ ,;■ ;

146. The meeting was informed that a few countries had not yet taken up fellowships

available to' them'oin. their. country projects, and the secretariat hoped that this ^ .

would be looked into. The reports reviewed individual important .sections of agencies

contributions;ranging .from lists of. projects expected to be undertaken by ILO during
1980/815. UNESCO1 Is]total expenditure of $1 a million during 1977-79; the availability
of technical assi'stance. from the World Bank to developing countries3 toe Statistical
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Office of the European Communities financial assistance to the »unica Training
Centre towards the conduct of statistical-irainins courses to meet the demands

of developing countries; past and, more important, future trammg courses in

speciirised statistical fields that have been and that will be conducted by the
SSch Training Centre; the useful. contribution provided by British technical
Assistance anffinally the technical- assistance from the. Commonwealth Fund for
Technical Co-operation, ■ ......

147. Areas to which countries may -wish to direct requests for future technical
assistance were the improvement of national civil registration systems, the
participation in the 1983 World Census of industrial statistics and the iW£°
It the organization of national statistical services. In-each case, actions
countries may wish to follow ware outlined.

148J In conclusion, the Committee was called upon to consider".

U) Broadening the coverage of the report to include, technical _
assistance activities in planning- and demography,

(b) Approve the method of presentation adopted in.the report including
the proposed country by country analysis„

(o) Urge all agencies to provide information covering their technical
assistance activities for inclusion in future reports.

149. The Committee expressed its appreciation for the report which it considered
lily informative and useful. 2he Committee especially thanked all agencies •
IncLSng the U3CTPA for the technical .assistance they nave provided to enable
countries improve their statistical systems.

1 SO Various agencies provided additional, information concerning their technical

be sent to countries

should continue for the time being- ■

(d) ii - ^vrgctory of African Specialists- in Statistics

more complete and show improvements
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153. ..In "reply'to a question*' the secretariat explained that the Directory prepared

"by the BOA Public' Administration1,' Management and'Manpower'Division includes

specialists-in various fields while" the efforts of the, Statistics Division are

con.cen.tra.ted on the1 specialists in statistics only. :This does not exclude the

possibility of merging' the two publications1 at .a later stage when the coverage of.

the Directory.of-African Specialists\in Statistics will be considered.satisfactory.

154. The offer of the representative o.£. Prance. t6 send to SCA the. Directory of

past,, students of 52J3AB and C3SD Vslb' welcomed' by- the secretariat Which also invited
the countries and.agencies to co-operate in the improvement;of this publication

both in terms of quantity and quality. . . .■■"

„.. I e) Data processing

155. In introducing S/CH.14/?SI).l/l8,.."Report oil African Statistical Data Processing",
a member of the secretariat briefly reviewed the developments leading to the fourth

regional survey of data processing capabilities and requirements and pointed out.

that,...unlike its predecessors which had treated only government statistical, offices

and the computerisation of government statistics, that survey which'had been

undertaken during the 1978-1979 period had attempted to cover all statistical and

electronic data processing organizations in the developing African countries and had

inquired more deeply into the various aspects of the subject, taking'into account

the observations and recommendations- made by" the Conference of African Statisticians
at its last session. It was also pointed out that there was a low response■rate

representing a third of the questionnaires despatched and an inequitable distribution

of the .countries and organizations addressed, so that although some useful inferences

had b,epn made, it was difficult, to. draw with confidence a picture of the data

processing situation in the region. It was agreed that the data processing centres

in'a-country.would be best reached through that country's central statistical office

which should collaborate.with the BGA secretariat in the conduct of BDP surveys in

getting, the questionnaires completed.

I.56. ..It., was explained that, an attempt had been made not only to describe the

present situation and. the plans, for the acquisition and use of data: processing

facilities in .the. developing countries of the region, the related tasks and work- .

loads, staff and related resources as well as training, but also establish an

evaluation of the equipment in use and of suppliers' services.

157.",. The'.-Committee was,, informed that with very few exceptions, the computers in use

had h&sn found to.be of,the third generation,' and were of variable; core capacity ..

and. were greatly! under-utilized, and there was generally very" little support
equipment... There would have to be some change in these1 arrangements if the

resolution taken; by'the Conference of Ministers at its fifth session last year in

Morocce was to be satisfied in the matter of the creation of a network of data banks.

156. The. .Committee was,, further informed that a growing tendency had been observed

forthe centralization of public sector computer'activities, but that Was not always

associated with [the rationalisation of the use of computer equipment.
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159- It was reported that thanks mainly to the activities of the U.S. Bureau

of the Census and the United.Nations Statistical Office, several countries seemed

to be. provided with specific software packages such as COCKPITS and XTALLY for
producing tables from censuses and surveys. However it did not appear that many :

countries had packages for editing, such as CO¥COR, and generally a low level of

software packages had "been observed for the region.. This was thought to be

unfortunate since the use of such packages would reduce considerably the program

development.effort, and could be extremely useful where there were not sufficient

programming or systems'personnel - In that cdnnexion mention was made of ;

PSD.1/INF.6, "Computer processing of survey data in developing countries",, which

contained a critical review of packages for survey analysis as well' as the paper'

B/CN,14/PSDal/27, "A General Report on Demographic data collection, Processing and
Analysis in Africa" wherein the subject was treated within the context of demographic

and social statistics and analysis and a 658 page document entitled "A comparative

review, of statistical software" edited by Ivor Francis and issued by the International

Association, for Statistical Computing in 1977.- . .

160. A severe shortage.of systems analysis and software programmers had been-

observed for the.region.and a.great and growing demand had been identified for SDP

personnel at almost all levels,as well as a paucity of relevant formal training,

institutions, in Africa- Also it had been judged that such training as was,provided

by local suppliers of equipment fell short of actual needs. In the circumstances"

it seemed appropriate to consider an increase in the number of formal training SBP

institutions or the introduction of appropriate courses at the existing universities

in the region. . " . . ..

l6l;o,--:;It was noted that interest in the development of the various aspects of

computer science had' arisen from the. increased universal demand for ready information

and that although a few "countries had managed to keep abreast of developments,' many

experienced difficulties, in their application.. Finally it was suggested.that

African countries should cooperate with each other, so that those at a disadvantage

could seek and obtain technical assistance from their more fortunate neighbours, and

in this connexion it was proposed to compile a directory of BDP experts in the region

and to appoint a'well-qualified regional adviser in data processing, in addition to

those attached to the Regional Census and Surveys Advisory Service, and, in the

interest of TCDC, to look into .t^.e^possibility of having that' financed by the

countries themselves. . . ' ;

.162* The. Committee welcomed.the report, and further information on the development

of software by their respective agencies was provided by the representatives of the

United.States of .America, the "United 'Kingdom and the United Nations Statistical

Office. Participants were informed that these agencies were engaged in the develop- ^

ment of mo^ifie.i .versions of existing programmes so that they could be extensively-

used .in developing countries. ... .

163,... It was recognized that most countries experienced difficulty in the staffing

of their data processing establishments, ?and it was agreed that some effort should

be made to appoint.an additional regional adviser in data processing and to provide

a directory of SDP experts in the region which should include particulars of their

qualifications and background.
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164. There was some discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of mini
computers. It.was agreed that although such computers were flexible it was often '
difficult to obtain proper servicing facilities and standard software which was
available for traditional type equipment could not be had for mini-computers.' It '"

was agreed that these problems.should be weighed carefully against the cost factor.

I65.. . It was observed that the aspect of statisticians with knowledge of electronic
data..processing had not been covered.by the report,, and some interest was- expressed'
in the DSP courses for statisticians being mounted by the CESD,' Paris. The ' '

Committee was informed,that.the question.of cooperation between ,3DP personnel and" :
statisticians was crucial and it took time to have the latter understand computers*
The meeting -was informed that further efforts were being devoted to the development
of useful courses. .It was agreed that the SCA secretariat would be kept abreast
of all such developments.. ' ... . .;. .

Iconomic Statistics (Agenda item 13) ■ ' ■ ' '

( a) The status and uses of the UN System of' National Accounts ( SNA) in Africa

166. For its consideration of agenda item 13(a), the Committee had before it
documentiE/CN.14/PSD.1/19. In introducing the document the secretariat noted-that ■
the report was the second attempt by the ECA secretariat to evaluate the status " '
of implementation and uses of the revised UN System of National Accounts in the
region, and that both attempts were made at the. request of the eighth and tenth'

sessions of the Conference of.African Statisticians respectively. The document

attempted to detail the present status of compilation of the different accounts
and tables of the SNA in countries of the region and the uses to which the data
are being put. . ■ :. ■

167. The Committee endorsed the view that progress in the implementation of the ■■ '
revised SNA in some countries in the., region..was not as rapid as had .been hoped and

that the .number of countries which have attempted implementing.the-system, either

through .the actual compilation of selected accounts and tables of the SNA or through
the use : of , the ...SNA as a framework for the formulation of data collection programme ■
or the.us© of-the SNA definitions and classifications in the collection and compila-:
tion of data, was growing but still small. .■ .

168O A question was raised as to whether it will be practicable to compile for ' .
African economies the supplementary accounts and tables, the SNA suggest that ■ ■ ■■
developing countries may find of.value to compile, In reply the. secretariat

expressed the view, that since the rural areas of most countries* .in the region will ■•
account for a major part of the population .and production of their1 economy it may ■

be,worthwhile to.attempt to ..compile these, supplementary, accounts .and'tables in view '
of the emerging.new; requirements of disaggregation at sub-regional level.for local
planning purposes... . . ....... . . ■ . .. , , ■

I69. Several delegations cited the shortage of trained staff as a major cause for
the rather slow progress of the implementation of the SNA in the region. The
secretariat informed the meeting that under its project of assistance to Least

Developed countries (LDCs) and Newly Independent countries (NICs) in National
Accounts, a training course is planned to take place in Rabat from 19-30 May 1980.

In addition to participants from the above group of countries, seven other countries

which suffer from a great lack of trained personnel in the field of national accounts

have been invited to participate in the training.
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170. Attention was drawn to the ;fact that countries which have -made" rapid progress'

in the implementation of the SNA ware the countries that have received "bilateral

or international.assistance from the United Nations through the provision of

country experts as ■well as periodic, assistance from the regional advisory services

of the ECA and the organization of technical meetings. Several delegations

expressed gratitude .for the .assistance and expressed the hope that■such assistance

will continue. .Th-e. programme of assistance to LBCs and NICs in national-accounts

was cited and the hope expressed that the project vill continue after June 1981 /

and that a second regional adviser o.n .national accounts will "be appointed. :

IT!- .The Committee emphasized the importance of national account statistics for

economic and social analysis and planning and requested the BCA secretariat to-

undertake for the next session of the Conference another review on the progress'

achieved by them in the implementation of the revised UN System of National

Accounts in the region. .. -■ , .-_

172. The representative of U.K. informed the Committee that social accounting

matrices-ha-d been prepared for three African countries by" a team of experts from

British technical assistance. ■

The view was expressed that national accounts was a very, important .topic for

statisticians and planners, etc. and that it should have "been.taken at the plenary' .

session, of the Joint Conference so as to enable planners to. express their views on ■

the subject and indicate the extent of.use of the SNA in the formulation, implementa

tion and evaluation of development plans in countries of the region.-,

(b) Working Group on Price Statistics

174. In introducing the.document S/CN.14/PSD.1/2O,■"Report of the Working'Group
on Price Statistics", a member of the secretariat pointed out the main objectives

of convening such a working group recommended by the last Conference of' African

Statisticians„ The main task of the group was to identify price data requirements

in the region, to draw up a comprehensive plan for the development of an integrated

price statistics system and to recommend suitable methodologies to be adopted by

African countries.

175» Selected topics on price statistics covering various subject matters were

discussed.at length by the group and many gaps -and shortcomings identified. These

have been listed in the report for the countries to consider when developing their

price data. International and regional requirements which included the International

Comparison Project (iCP) were also discussed. Its results will facilitate the inter-

country comparisons of the main.national accounts aggregates which in turn will give

a more, accurate measurement of national levels of development. Twelve countries in

the region (seven French-speaking and five Snglish-speaking) are participating in ■
the fourth phase of the project.
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176. The Working Group drew up a suggested progrs-uc of work for the guidance
o± the countries. This programme is divided into three sections (a) the
conceptual and methodological framework, ("fa) structure and content of substantive
work and {o) organization and implementation of activities. Countries are ■
expected -to decide oh their own priorities when implementing'this programme," ■
taking into'account1 their' needs, patterns of economic activities and other
resources at- their disposal. " ' ■ ' ■■" '"■""■■: " ■■■■■■■ ■ . .

177- On the question of the programme'of work,'the: Committee felt that part ( a)
was rather too vague and general in nature and therefore could not be regarded -
as a' programme of work by the countries. It stressed that ECA should be more'
active in assisting- countries. : ' " " ■

178. Regarding the coordination of work'on price statistics'often undertaken
by various-departments in a country, the Committee felt that this work should
be coordinated at the index-calculation rather than at the price"collect!oa '
level. The Committee also felt that priority should be given to the building
up and .improvement of basic .statistics -rather than putting emphasis on sophisticat
ed statistics. The importance of .trade indexes was .highlighted and the. . ■ ■■■ :
unreliability of unit,value emphasis-ed. . , ■ . -■-..•■

179- The need for .a regional adviser, in price statistics was.; emphasised by the ■■ ■
Committee.. . The. secretariat mentioned, that the problem, lay-with the availability
of funds and should funding become assured, the services.of such an adviser ■ : ■ .■"■
would b,e;,supplied.....Bilatepal exchange of experts could also be explored. :-■: ■■ -..

(c) External Trade Statistics " " ,.,. -.-... '■■ • . •"."

180. A table shoeing availability of external trade data was distributed for "
consideration'"by "the Committee. In introducing- the agenda item: the secretariat ""
reviewed the deliberations of the-10th session of■the Conference of African -'..' "
Statisticians, pointing' to the urgent need for timeliness of external trade

statistics., standardisation in .such-are as as.-coverage, partner -classification .
and systems..pf-.trade, among other things,, and the need'for countries to compile
indexes-, of external, trade. : Countries were, requested to send- their; publications.- :
to SCA through ,OTI)P and copies of their magnetic)'tapes direct rto.: the United' .--':■'
Nations Statistical.Office, its trade Statistics :.Branch in-Geneva or direct to "•
SCA... The secretarial then.informed the.Committee-of recent developments at ■ ■
^?°A secretariat, leadi.rig to the setting up of an external trade statistics
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magnetic tape data "base, and the adoption "by- the secretariat-of the United. . ■ " ■

Nations 'Standard Country Code- The recommendations of the.working..group on

price statistics -with'particular reference to the need for a. pragmatic-approach

in the compilation of external trade indexes and the need for studies in their

compilation had also "been noted: py the secretariat. : ..

l8l. The representative of the United Nations Statistical Office also expressed

its concern over the timeliness of external trade statistics data and invited ■-.

countries to contact HUSO to determine the type of assistance that could be

made available to enhance timeliness in delivery of trade-statistics. . The - ■

representative of UNSO also reminded countries to consider using the Standard

International Trade Classification Hev. 2 in.their external trade -statistics.

■ . ■ ■ ■ . ■■!*■.■ *.l
j_ ■ . 1 % ■ ; ,..■■'■■■ ■ ■..

182; The Committee agreed/that there was a serious need for "basic external !'";' ;!

trade statistics to become'available on a timely "basis and felt that the .problem

lay in the collection and processing of the data. The secretariat was then

requested to undertake a study of data collection procedures examining "basic

records and documentation ;as we'll as the flow of these documents from ports

of ] exit/entry up to and including the processing stage. The secretariat was
further requested also to make"an appraisal of the quality and coverage of the

data generated and-a review of the comparability of external trade statistics

and related data within individual countries by examination of the documentation

used by the customs authorities, port authorities, the Central Bank and the

Ministry of Commerce. ■ -. .'-■. , ■■ "■'■:- ■

l83« The Committee also indicated interest in knowing the commodity

nomenclatures countries use. at the collection point, and the stage at which

conversion was .effected into .other nomenclatures. . . : . . ...

l84« The representative of 'the BBC (European Economic Community) indicated

that technical assistance as well as assistance on software was available from

the SEC, and further indicated that documentation on its' external trade statistics

data bank was available on request. The representative of the United Kingdom'* .

(U.K.) alsro informed the Committee on the availability of technical assistance : ...

from the U.K. and'the U.K. was' rather ■ prepared to-^discuss ■ with interested countries

the possibility of using, with appropriate remote terminal's, processing facilities

in other countries through satellite communications.
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(d) Seminar on distribution, statistics- . "; "

185. The Committee had before i.V document B/CN.-14/rSL.l/21, entitled
"Report of the Seminar on Distribution Statistics".

186. Participants paid particular attention to the conclusions and recommenda
tions reached at the Seminar held in Addis Ababa from 13 to 17 November 1978.
They involved the following points:

■ ■ (a) ■' Need and uses of distributive - trade.statistics;

(b) Scope and coverage of surveys;

(c) Information to be collected and definitions;

I (a)' Data collection'procedure; ■ .

■ (e) Future work programme- . '

187. The Committee stressed the importance of the distributive-trade-and-
services sector which;had grown rapidly in Africa and pointed out the lack of

t i tht fild It therefore endorsed ^^"^T
services sector which;had grown rapiy
statistical information in that field. It therefore endorsed ^^^T

k ^ hld be convened in 1?B1 or 190^ to
statistical information in that fie
tion of the Seminar that a working group^ should be convened- in ?
study in greater depth problems relatettto distributive-trades and services

statistics. It also invited the SCA secretariat to undertake a study, on he
measures to take to deal satisfactorily with the category pedlars and ambulant

traders.

188, In connexion with problems of collecting data in the distributeve-trades-
and-services sector, the committee referred to the difficulties involvedin
finding an adequate sample base, i.e., the volume of production handled by
the distributive-trades sector, in order to obtain viable data. Inthat_ .
respect the'secretariat suggested the selection of an area sample base tor
sma?iunitrwith"Lu,nerationetaking Place at the site of the establishes
chosen should be divided into 12 sub-groups with each group being observed
ftr one month a year. That method would improve the quality of responses
substantially. . ... . .

189, The problem of mixed' enterprises was raised. The secretariat Pointed ouV
thai only Resale activities were to be considered when studying the"distributive
trade sector. ■ ■ . ■ .

190, " The .Committee also underscored that it was helpful to use Household _ .
surveys as a complement to verify the area sample base, the comparability of:
data and making the population more aware of that field.
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(e) Industry and construction statistics.

The secretariat gave an account of the development of industrial, building
work! statiftlos in the African, region,., and drew the attention of the

^3^ensuring rapid publication and wide dissemination of tne results of all
and strengthening training activities. ■■ ■ ■

192. The secretariat also emphasized that development^programmes for industrial,
building and public works statistics should be designed as an integral part of
the Sorts to be made to develop the national statistical system as a whole,
1 „„* for effective co-ordination between those programmes and that on
establishing a household survey system was also stressed. Finally, the secr
pointed out that standardized accounting in the undertakings in some- 15 coun
tad been shown to be a highly satisfactory approach-to the collection of annual

economic statistics.

l<n. The observer from WIDO then presented the main conclusions reached in
document ttiaVlCIS.llT, prepared by ,the ™IB0 secretariat That document ..
dealt with recent industrial developments in "rica, and showed s^istically
the state'of industrialization of the region. The mam gaps and deficiencies ■
in the available data were clearly brought out. The WIDO. observer laid ; ■■ ■
particullr emphasis on the need to give high- priority to the development of
Ifrican industrial statistics, in view of the ever increasing importance of

industrial policy in the region.

1QA The Committee congratulated the secretariat for its-accurate analysis of_. .
lht\ituatioTas well "a! for the appropriate recommendations it had made-regarding
the establishment of medium and long-term national-programmes for the development

session of the Committee*

196. The Committee _ stressed, the ,eed for compl.t. and -liable info^ation^n

recommenlations on the organization and conduct of surveys on family i
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and that the question would be discussed in greater detail by the working group

on industrial statistics planned for 1981. The representative of France informed

the Committee of the findings of a similar survey conducted' in Tunisia with his

country's assistance. ..That survey had provided an appropriate.-.definition of the

informal sector. , . . ■ .; . ■ ■ . •■ ■.-.■■■■.■■."

197- Finallys the Committee emphasised the need to set up a programme of

assistance, to..the countries of. the region.as part of the, 1983 world programme of

industrial statistics. The United Kingdom representative stated that his ■"■■"'.

country had already arranged to extend technical assistance to the countries of

the region as part of the programme. It was pointed out, however, that while

UHDP should play a vital role in that regard, very often African Governments

did not gq.ve. enough priority to statistics, in, their national indicative planning
figures, it was suggested that a draft resolution on the matter should "be
submitted by the Joint Conference of Planners, Statisticians and Demographers to
the next meeting of. the ECA .Conference of Ministers, . . .-.,-■

(f) Other economic statistics

198- Under agenda item 13 (f) relating, to other economic statistics, the
Committee, had."before, i,t the; .results o.f a study on production of and trade in

selected agricultural commodities and.a brief report on the current status of

transport and tourism statistics in Africa and on the secretariat's activities in
that field.. .... . . ,■ .,..-.. , . ; ....

199- The study on the production of and trade in selected.agricultural commodities
was issued in French, with a short summary in English, in African Statistical

Newsletter.Fos. 12 and 13. The...commodities covered were cocoa$ coffe-e, cotton,
groundnuts, oilpalm and wood.

200. The current status of transport statistics was assessed in the light of

information contained in material published by national statistical services.

The .following, modes, of transport w.ere. reviewed; maritime, transport, rail

transport, air -transport..and.road transport., The secretariat's statistical
activities in those were also reviewed. The current status of. tourism statistics
in Africa was also brought,up. ■ ■ .•■■:■

201. The qommittee urged countries to provide the information■that had "been ■

requested.which was necessary for. the preparation of the special African Newsletter

on transport and communications., , It stressed the need for a similar study to the

one it had..considered on foodstuffs. While recognising the- need to improve

statistics on .^ttie vehicle fleet, as a matter of priority,, the Committe suggested
that other data, on road transport should be ..collected... If also stressed" the
improtance of knowing Africa's share in air transport.

202. The.C*pmmittee.,regretted the fact that, the agenda, proposed for it did not
include^ an ;i|tem; on,, the status of agricultural statistics in Africa-as the. agenda
for previous;; meetings had done.._. . . ■.■■..-,-..".•■

203. The Committee suggested that a seminar should be organized on methods of
preparing tourism statistics and invited the secretariat to organize a workshop

on transport; and. communications, with the countries concerned even participating
to its financing if necessary.
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Programme of -work in statistics (Agenda item 14) '

204.o The Committee considered the future programme' of work contained in'

Annex I.of document E/CN.I4/PSD.I/II. It was noted that this included thev':

programme which had already "been approved by the ECA Conference bf Ministers,

with provisional extension through 1986.

205,■ .The following amendments, based mainly on the earlier discussions of the
Committee, were agreeds. ■ : ■

• ■ Project' Fo, ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '

9«,541»O2. A working group on statistical organization should be

■■■■.' included in 1981-

9-543.02 The, next report on implementation of the System of National

Accounts should be prepared in 1981 rather than 1985«

9-543-07 The project to examine statistical relationships betweeen
economic aggregates should "be deleted because this work

was now covered by the socio-economic research and planning

. , sector of the ECA programme.

9.544,01 An investigation of the. current status of trade statistics,

including reasons "for'delayed dissemination of data, should
. -. be- included, . ....

9,547.O3 Provision of French language training workshops for civil

registration personnel should be deleted because these

projects would "be. mounted by OCAM in collaboration with
-. . BCA. ■ ■■ . : ■:■■ ■ ■ ■■ . - ■ ■ • ■ "

9 = 548-0-3 The.first training workshop on statistical software packages

should be.held in. 1982 instead of 1983. It could possibly be

linked with the more general meeting on data processing in

the same year under project 9-541.04. ..-■■■-

206, Several participants requested that the working group to consider data on
small scale and household industries should be advanced from- 1985 to 1982

because of their importance in the forthcoming world programme of industrial

statistics. The United States representative mentioned the possibility of

assistance in this area of development'. It was agreed that the secretariat would
aim at organizing the working group ■ in 1982--' -' : .-'

207, It was further agreed that project 9-541.02 should be modified to incorporate
an assessment of .the effectiveness of national statistical services. The project

should also include work on the establishment of an African list of statistical

priorities. In connexion with the latter the United Kingdom representative '
indicated that useful material was available from the seminar held at the Munich
centre in 1979-- ■ . . ■ - : ' ■
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208. It was pointed out by the secretariat that the amendments described above

would lead to a concentration of meetings-in 1981 and 1982, EGA would
nevertheless make every effort to fulfil the requirements specified by the

Committee*. , ...

.209..'-'...In- connexion with the linkage already established between the African '-■ ■
Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP) and the Statistical Training :
Programme for Africa (STPA) it was suggested that on-the-job attachments should

be organized for African statisticians wishing to study and participate in the

survey programmes of other African countries. This was clearly consistent

with the principles of TCLC and would assist in meeting training requirements.

The secretariat agreed to study the,matter on the basis of proposals for the

assignment of individual persons*

210. Because the Committee^s agenda had contained no specific item on agriculture.,

doubts were expressed about whether agricultural surveys were being given

sufficient attention. It waa pointed out that agriculture, already .had a

significant pla6e';in the survey programmes of several countries and was a .matter
of major concern in the development of AHSCP. FACT had begun active participation

through the part-time services of an expert assigned.to the- AHSCP regional

component. The'United States representative drew attention to a Guyana experiment

in collection of some agricultural data in the current population census, which

might provide a frame for agricultural surveys and a better linkage between

agricultural and other data*

211. 'The representative of the UN Economic Commission for Western. Asia. (ECWA).
reported on collaboration with-BCA5- particularly in the area of data exchange

which had been of benefit for both the Yearbook for Arab States and the . . .•

information available at ECA. Future collaboration could be expected in a

number o'f' areas; including the International:Comparison Project and the global
National1 Household 'Survey Capability Programme. The Committee.expressed the

wish that such collaboration should be: further developed. -.•-.■

212. .The:. representative of the African Development Bank (ADB) briefly described
the needs of tKe Bank with respect to statistics and information on national
development plans. In this connexion collaboration "with member countries■, the

participating states, ECA, World Bank, and other agencies was of special

importance, J,It wasnoted that an ADBrmission had visited ECA in 1979: and had
established arrangements for exchange of data and other activities which i,would

ensure continuing': contact "between the two agencies.

213. Finally the "Committee considered' the possibility of reviving the Association

.of.African.'Statisticians which had been established some years previously but,

for-/yario.us practical reasons, hacL not achieved an operational, status. , The

secretariat ^was| r^q.uested'to look into the matter and circulate a report to-..

African:^couh;tries^: The 'report would include the constitution, previously .agreed
and an..assessment,.,of the financial prospects for the Association. The .possibility
of affilia-ting hhe; Association to the International Statistical- Inst.itu.jte would

also be'investigated. It was emphasised that ECA would have-to. :play a leading

role.in establishing the Association in its initial stages.; The matter will
be considered, at the next session of the Conference.
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, ,. ■ . DEMOGRAPHY COMMITTEE

214O The first meeting of the Committee of- Demographers was held on the 26 March

to consider the items on its agenda v. It was opened by Mr. Laiaine Diop (Senegal) in
his capacity as Chairman of the third session of the Conference of African Demographers.

215. The following officers were elected';

"- Chairman '_. . ; K.-S.C. Mulenga3 Zambia

- Vice-Chairman % Cheikh Ouldsidis Mauritania

- Rapporteru % A.M. MPITI, Lesotho

Matters arising from the other United Nations meetings (agenda item 16)

216. The secretariat presented the results of the activities of the fourteenth
session of the Economic Commission for Africa held in Rabat in February-March 19799
the deliberations of the, twentieth session of. the United Nations Population Commission,

held in New York in January-February 1973 and the report of the.Expert Group Meeting

on Fertility, Mortality Levels, Patterns.and Trends in Africa, held in Monrovia in 1979.

217. In its deliberations on the economic and social strategy for Africa the
Conference of Ministers had taken population variables into consideration. The plan
of action adopted, considered the "high levels of mortality and fertility, accelerated

rates of urbanization, the impossibility of meeting social needs of large segments

of the population, mainly in health, education,, shelter, food, employment; uneven ■

chances"for development and access to/modern technology for women and others.

218„ The Commission had adopted resolutions on priorities set in the EGA work
programme on the relationship between:population growth and social and economic develop

ment, information and documentation/ and training in population studies.

219. The twentieth session of the Population .Commission had focused its deliberations
on two.important areas ; an evaluation of the implementation of the Population World
Plan of Action and the work programme: in population, ,

220. The Population Commission had proposed to the Economic and Social Council two
draft resolutionss which had been"endorsed by the latter, aimed respectively at

reinforcing measures for the implementation of the World Population Plan of Action and
identifying priority areas of action derived from the report on the monitoring and
appraisal of the progress achieved In the implementation of the Plan.

221= The discussion which followed focused on information and clearinghouse schemes,
migration, technical assistance and the idea of a second world conference on population.
It was recognized that more progress ,was still to be achieved on the methodology and
knowledge of migration movements, ;The Committee was informed that RIPS and ILO had
undertaken some work in the field. It, was recommended that the results of such investi
gations ought to' be'/disserainated core broadly,. : ■ ... ' ,
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222, It was recognized that the secretariat was satisfactorily implementing the.

resolutions of the Conference of Firiisters of ECA.

223- The secretariat introduced the final report of the Expert Group Jfeeting on

Fertility.and1 Mortality Levels, Patterns and Trends. Subsequently^ a detailed

examination of the 14 major - recommendations" siade by the meeting was presented to the

Constiittee for consideration and cerements*

224. Discussing the reports the Conndttee na.de consments on the inadequacy of health

statistics and, in particular* data on the causes of death. It was noted that not

enough .importance had been attached to the collection of such data in the past ihalnly

because1 rainistrative-as veil as-household records had not been fruitful sources of

information on the'continento Pointing out that illiteracy was"not necessarily a big

impediment to the collection of data on the causes of death,, it was advocated that there

should be a shift towards developing decentralised and less traditional systens of data

collection. In that regard,11 simplified "methods such as those already tried out at

IFORD on the registration of the causes of death and the FEO lay reporting systems were

cited as possible useful examples. However, it was also noted that while using such

less conventional methods, efforts should be nade to strengthen the use of existing

conventional techniques.

225. Attention was drawn to the multiplicity of tasks called for by the recommendations

of the Monrovia meeting'and' it was suggested that9 Riven the limited resources of ECA9

there was the need to involve as many other organizations as possible in their execution.

In that connexion,-therefore9'EGA as well as -participating in the Itnple^tentation of the

recommendations, was to serve as-the focal point of co-ordination,, guidance and leadership

to ensure the rational utilisation of scarce resources.

226. An interesting debate on the relative advantage of breast-feeding took place.

Several participants spoke in favour of the practices noting the concern expressed at

several international fora that the practice was beinrr discarded 'especially in urban

based families■ It was therefore suggested that efforts should be directed at organizing

courses and information systems designed'to-encourage women to breastfeed while at the

same tlrce encouraging Governments to ■ prbrciil-pate favourable labour laws which granted

free-time to employed nursing nothers to breastfeed their children. Such working women

should support breast with artificial feeding since the breast milk might not after some

months be sufficient. Nevertheless because of the lii^h cost of artificial milk which

might-iiotv-be within the reach of poor families in" particular 9 it was necessary to

consider the use of other reinforced African weaning food substitutes-

227. The activities of the Sahel Institute in the field of population and development

and in the area of demographic research'were presented to the committee. EGA welcomed

the existence of those propirai^es which had the support of the Governments of the

subregioti and:called! -for collaboration in the implementation of the work programme

suggested by thiose activities.
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228, In view of the. static nature of sone economic forecasts and the use of often
out-dated monolithic rates of population growth *>.nd change., a call was made for greater

ingenuity in the collection and analysis of depopraphic data in such a way as to"
provide urgently needed data for planning. The need for nore decentralised systems of

data collection and analysis which would ■ pemit the monitoring-o* progress in' develop
ment at various levels, particularly the local one5 was stressed. That required

systems of social analysis and reporting as an input into national plan formulation
and implementation.

Much interest was also expressed in the isolation of the cai-.ses and consequences .

of sterility and infertility in sane parts of the region. It was agreed that, although
several causes had been identified by different researchers9 it was still necessary to

identify the.critical ones since they were interrelated. A useful approach therefore

would, require an integrated multidisciplinary study of the problem which would then

lead to much a more structured attack on the causes,. In that regard, "the ■collaboration
of FCA and IIHO with countries of the region was'Considered desirable.

Research and studies s /agenda item 17 (aJ7

23f\ The secretariat reminded the Committee that it had inherited the responsibilities
of the former Conference of African Pemosrraphers which included the review of the

Commission's in the field of population. The work of the secretariat in the field of

population embraced the creation of awareness within the region of the implications of

population trends for development9 assistance to Governments in the analysis of

demographic data3 encouraging the integration of population variables in development

plans and support for the training of nationals in both United Nations and non-United
Nations centres,

231= Before reporting on past and on-?oin?r activities in the field of population, the

secretariat dret-r attention to the continuing constraints on the secretariat in the

effective implementation and expansion of its programme of activities. . The major

constraint in that regard had been the scarcity of resources, mainly manpower3 since

neither the regular-budget of the secretariat nor the TJNFPA budget had been flexible

enough to accommodate additional staff requirements. .

232, The secretariat gave a detailed report on both completed and continuing research

and study projects, which were in three categories : those completed or bein^ undertaken

at the request of soras Governments, of the region those which were specifically prepared

and fed into meetings either organised by the secretariat or by other agencies interested

in population work in Africa;, and those which were bein? done routinely as a means of

monitoring the demographic situation and accompanying changes=

233. The focus of the projects covered fertility and mortality and population

projections and estimates. Tito survey activities which were continuing were the

processing of the survey on the interrelationships anon? infant and childhood mortality,

socio-economic variables and fertility in Zambia' and the analysis of the results of

the series of demographic surveys designed to provide data for planning and the new

Federal capital of Higeria. Fork on the preparation of the report on the

survey of households and living conditions was well advanced.
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Siblish^ of ^^ratlo* areas, depending on the prevailing circumstances,

be a useful, beginning;. ■ ■.■■--■ ■ ■■■. . . :

S5^
African countries for the period 19
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submitted to UHFPA.for the period 19S0-19&3

The sec^tariat appeale,

^S^2 ^ Uti« and aay ite.s
national newspapers for publication in the newsletter.
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245. The representatives of the United Hations-sponsored demographic research and

training institutes presented reports on their activities in the area of population

information'and documentation.. . .

246. " The representatives of the Institut de formation et de recherche demographiques

(IFORD) reported that IFORD had three types of publications ; Annales de VIFORD;

Bulletin de Liaison and African Population. The representative explained that the journal

"Annales de 1"IFQPP" contained a synthesis of work undertaken by students and staff

researchers at IFORB. The Bulletin de Liaison., originally published by the French

Group of African Demographers in Paris3 had been taken over by IFORD in 1979 with

financial support from the French Government. The third publication "African Population61

was the latest journal to be published by IFORD and the first issue was expected to be

ready by July. The journal was expected to publish scientific work by demographers from .

French*-speaking African countries.

247. The Director of the Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS)9 Accra,

noted that his Institute's publications programme was being hampered'by a,lack of

financial resources and delays in printing. The Institute published the RIPS. Newsletter

which contains information on internal activities of the Institute. Back issues of the

newsletter were still at the printers pending the release of funds. The other journal

published by RIPS was "AfricanDemography^s an English version of the former Bulletin

de Liaison originally published by the French Group in Paris. That journal is produced

in collaboration with IFOFJD which now published the French version. African Demography

contains information on current research in the African region»' movements of demographers.

and other relevant information on demographic research in the region. Two issues of

the journal were in the press, . , ..

248. As part of the work of the Information Services Unit of the Institute, a Population

Information and Documentation System for Africa (PIDSA) had been, started in 1978. With

funds from International Development Research Centre (IDEC), tHe unit published PIDSA .

Abstracts. The third issue of PIDSA Abstracts was in the. press and the fourth was in .

preparation. Two issues of the Abstracts had already appeared. A, PIDSA newsletter

would be issued soon, PIDSA Abstracts contained abstracts and bibliographic information

in both English and French. . ......

249. The Director of RIPS further reported that PIDSA had developed a manual biblio- , ...

graphic and abstractive system and plans were in progress to computerize the system.

Regarding the Institute's publication programme, the Director noted that 48 studies and

four books were ready for publication. It was hoped that EGA would assist the Institute

in soliciting funds for the Institute's publications programme. . ....

250. The discussion udnerscored the importance of population information, work being ,

undertaken by EGA and the regional institutes and the need to.expand and.improve that

service. Specific concern was expressed regarding the improvement of country coverage

of research activities being undertaken^ the need to overcome bottlenecks in translation

of documents arid delays in distribution.
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251. It was also felt that greater co-ordination was needed among those involved in ■
population information work. The representative of France highlighted, the important-
work being undertaken in France by the Group of African Demographers it), the-translation
and publication of studies and research in demography. The representative of the Congo
expressed concern over the distribution of documents and urged*EGA to provide the co-"
ordination needed in the distribution of documents.

252i; In response the secretariat informed participants of efforts being- made to overcome
the problems discussed. ' ' "

Training and research /agenda item 17 (cjj ■ -,

253. ' Introducing the item the secretariat informed the Committee that it continued
backstopping the activities of the Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) in
Accra, Ghana, and the Iastitut de formation et. de recherche ..d&noftraphiques (IFORD) in
Yaounde"; United Republic of Cameroon. The secretariat still continued, to be involved
also in .the activities of the \ Cairo Demographic Centre of- whose Advisory Committee. EGA
was^still a member. Ail three institutes had continued,, to .expand-on/tfaeir activities
during the period under review and to be more involved, in the countries they served .
through the increasing number of research,activities being undertaken either on the ;
initiative-of the institutes or on the request of the Governments concerned. Both the
Cairo Demographic Centre and RIPSJ>ad,:started courses leading to a.Ph, DB degrees -• ■
althoughs on the advice of the.advisory committees of the institutes, those courses =-.■;
were to be maintained on a small scale* The secretariat appealed to member States to .
take full advantage of the facilities available at the regional training institutes in
Africa to train personnel for population work in their countries,

254. The secretariat informed the meeting tliat the management of XFORD and RIPS had
been decentralized from United Nations Headquarters to EGA since January 1930, which

imposedextra responsibilities on EGA in the backstoppin^ of the institutes. The :
secretariat .assured the host .Governments, the United Republic of Cameroon and Ghana that

all that' the; decentralization "meant was that the; responsibility for the administration :
of the two institutes had been transferred to ECA. It did not imply in any way any
change in the terms of the agreements signed by the host Governments and the United

Nations governing the operations of the institutes. ..The responsibilities, and/or

privileges which the agreements1 conferred on the parties or signatories to; the agreements
remained the same. \ - • . .

255. The secretariat has already, initiated action aimed at.implementing the recoinmen- -
dations of Conference of Mnisters resolution 367(XIV) on the full regionalisation of

IFORD and RIPSo In that regard the secretariat, liad started negotiations with the host

Governments on the mounting of missions to the countries served by the institutes to .., :..

explain and solicit support for the regibnalization of. the institutes, which in effect .. ■•

would mean that all the countries, would contribute to the financial support, of the ... .:.....""
institutes and participate in the governing councils of the institutes. Draft statutes. ;

and agreements to govern the institutes after the regionalisation had been prepared and
were to ba discussed by the CoEsrrdttee.
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256 The meetin* was finally informed of the secretariat's continued assistance to
th!' Easf^rTcan Statistical Gaining Centre, at Da.~es~Salaam, i-/ts traxninyroj
in demography and of a middle-level training course organised for the staff of the
and Statistics Department of the Libyan Arab Jamahirxya.

257. The representative of IFOBD informed the meeting that the main course was of

demographers of the French-speaking African countries.

258. ■ The research activities at the Institute had started only two JfM "r"« *£ter
a meeting of experts had delineated the priority areas for the Institute. The first
priority°areas^ere studies on infant mortality; the development of demographic concepts
suable f« the African region; the evaluation^ the 1970 ™£ £«"»£«'^f °*
oooulation Structure by age and sex; civil registration and fertility. The second
prioritytopics were Bortllity, population and socio-economic issues, causes of rural
exodus and laws governing migration in the countries.

259. The Institute had already started surveys on infant mortality in the United
Republic of Cameroon, Togo, Chad, the Congo and the Republic o^Benin Hork -d^lso
been started on the development of demographic concepts suitable for African countries.

250 Aeon? the difficulties facing the Institute were shortage of staff and the
competit^n 'hich the Institute faced frora institutions outside the region which deprived
the Institute of students.

261 The Director of RIPS informed the neetlng of the introduction of a Ph.D. Programme
r'r'whicS there were at present two students in addition to ^jnwr Poetjraduate
nin-loma and the M.A. degree course at the Institute. He regretted the fact that countries
£K/£fi tu uslof the facilities at the Institute to train their -txonals and
that not all the places and fellowships were always taken up. Although all the countrxes,

ment of demography in the regxon.

262 -On the problems facing the Institute, the Director mentioned the difficulties

^i
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253. The meeting was also informed of. training in population field outside the.region
in the United Statess the Soviet Union and France. - ........

264. In the discussions that followed, onr participant asked why there seemed to be
differences in the courses offered by IFOFJD and RIPS, It was explained that, although

the two institutes.aimed at providing tlisir. trainees with the same type of expertise3 ,

there were bound to be differences because of the basic historical differences in the

French- and the English-speaking systems of education from which the two institutes •

derived their origin., Participants also pointed out the difficulties which students of : ,

IFORD had with regard to the recognition of their diplomas by the different national ;

Governments. Another problem was the period of training at IFORD which made it difficult

for certain Governments to release students :£or training and recognize their diplomas

after their training. The secretariat was-asked to do something about those problems.

The secretariat advised that the best weans of dealing with thera would be for the Director,

with the assistance of the Advisory .Committee (on which the countries were .-represented), ■
to find solutions acceptable to all countries concerned,

265, It was suggested that■the ' institutes should-'consider-organizing short-term courses
for planners as a means of- enhancing swareaess of the relationship between population

and development. On trie causes cf the underutilization of the facilities at the ■ .; ■

institutes it was suggested that EGA and the institutes should mount a,publicity campaign

in the countries to infers them of the facilities available and encourage them to make

use of them- An appeal was .-made to EGA to help" KIPS obtain a mini-computer and an off

set litho press to enable "the1 Institute overcome its data processing and printing

problems. The li.0 representative .informed the meeting-■ af the wide experience his ;

organisation had acquired ever the years in the migration field especially in the

methodology for estimating levels of migration, Hi.3 organisation could, upon request,

collaborate with the'institutes -in their work-in that field= . :

256„ On the issue of full r^gi..onalig&ti?"m. of the institutes, one participant wanted

to-Iraiow-why the EGA secretariat wanted all countries to contribute towards the financing

of the activities of-IFOEP and RIPS and whether the host Governments had complained of

"baiiig o'vcrburdeiled, Thr-j secretariat trus warned cf the danger of jeopardizing the insti- .-.

tutes* future as a result "of the inability o_' the countries to pay their alloted contri

butions af£o.r thr. regicrinliz.acicK a.s had happened .with seme other regional institutions.

The representative of the United Republic of--Cameroon replied that his Government was

finding it increasingly difficult to shoulder the burden alone since the budget of IFORD

was. rising at a considerably higher rate.than the budget of his country. For that

reason the Governing Council of IFORD had decided to approach other Governments on the

need for all'Governments served by the Institute to contribute to its support. The

secretariat said it was aware of the problem and that every effort would be made to ■

ensure the availability of funds before the new statutes came into effect. The secretariat

hoped that the countries would try to meet their responsibilities fully. Finally;, it

was recommended that EGA should introduce taiddle-level training courses in the existing

Statistical-Training Centres.
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Advisory services jfagenda item 17 (d)_/

267. Introducing the section on advisory services? the secretariat presented an

account of assistance it hed provided to various countries of die region during the;'

period under review. Countries assisted included the following ■: ISauritius, the Libyan'-

Arab Jamahiriyai Somalia, Zaire,Rwanda-, Burundi/ Djibouti', Algeria j1 llalawi"., Nigeriay-J'-"; /

the Ivory Coasts Senegal, Guinea, the Congo* the United Republic of Tanzania^ and / r: ^

Ethiopia. The"assistance provided included analysis of dembgrapnic data, formulation' '

of project documents for UHFFA funding'of census" programmes-1'- or national seminars," '■' ■"_■_'-;

formulation of population policies, participation in the-'DH$PA Heeds Assessment Missions

and the organisation and servicing of national seminars.' .-.:..'.■

26G. The assistance to member States cited above had been provided by various members

of the Population Division including the two regional advisers currently on boardi

UNFPA-had provided'one more post of regional adviser tb rr.ake a total of three posts;'

Two of the regional advisers -would be outposted to the HDLPOC areas arid arrangements

for the outpostini^ were under wayv- An appeal was made by the secretariat to participants

to make maximum use of those advisory services from the sixbregions when the outpbsting

had been implemented. . , ■;■

269, 7 Fbllqwing the appeal made at the third session of the Conference of African :; ; '

Demographers that ECA- should be taore outgoing to identify needs bf member "States,- a ■;■ ■

view which had been approved by the Conference of Ministers1Un-P^bat in 1979j:it Had' f

contacted all member States to-supply information on their needs so that ECA could plan1 r'

how to provide assistance accordingly. The response £rom meaiBer States had been rather

disappointing since some 35 countries had not replied at all1. That made it very-difficult

for EGA to be nore outgoing. In the past some attempts had been made to initiate

missions to member States but they v?ere not welcome without a specific request from

the countries, concerned^

270.;" Another handicap cited; by the secretariat in providing assistance was the lack ■

of up-to-date information of various activities in census operations. The secretariat '

therefore appealed to participants to communicate periodically progress and problems1 ':
in census activities to EGA so that the secretariat might be in a better position to

help. Another problexa which had made it difficult to assist-member States in census

analysis had been data processing difficulties and delays<. - - v ..-...•

271. Finallys the secretariat strongly appealed to participants to indicate their

needs during the Conference so that EGA could accordingly plan hoT* to provide assistance

to the countries ■concerned^-,:..'.. ■ ...'."- ."■■■-... ■-"'.''.' '. \... .'.■'. - ■:..'■ ■':■.-■:... , ■; ■ s/_'.;■■-■ ■ ■■ •■ ■■' ;•• . .-' .

272. The director of RIPS briefed the Committee on assistance it was providing to

the Governments of Higeria and Libya in collaboration with EGA and assistance with

supervision of Sudanese nationals in analysing the 1973 Population census. The director

felt that member States were not making full use of the'assistance of experts available

at the Institute. The Institute would be willing to assist with short-tern training at

the middle level for countries or groups of countries. The representative of IFOED '■'

pointed out that countries were informed of assistance it could provide^ however only ■'■•■'■■

the Congo had requested assistance to analyse its survey data on fertility, which IFOEiy;

had provided.
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273, In the discussions which followed9 it. was felt that EGA should still take the
initiative.and' continue to go to countries to identify needs since needs were at tiroes

poorly identified. It was observed that sometimes experts were occupied and it was not'

possible to get assistance. The secretariat appealed to participants to communicate ■■>■

their needs to EGA in advance so that necessary arrangements could be made to plan■"■

assistance. The secretariat also mentioned the need for countries to identify their

needs and to make requestsj. and to build and improve'the capability of local staff.- '

Now that a'number of countries had taken up. family planning programmesn the secretariat

fait that some*-work should be started to monitor and evaluate such .programmes.

274, . A question was raised as to whether EGA would provide financial assistance in

conducting demographic surveys. In reply the secretariat indicated that EGA would

assist in formulating a project request for■ UNFFA funding. Another question was whether

ECA had' publications on demographic surveys conducted in different countries.r The

secretariat indicated that some publications were obtained from member States and'were

available at ECA while other countries did not send them to ECA.

275, The observer from France informed the meeting of the technical assistance which

France provided to some country programmes in Africa. Various fprns of assistance in

training in population and data processing were brought to the attention of the meeting

by the observer from the United States Census Bureau/ The assistance included the

improvement of civil registration systems. - Two: sets of documents on 1980 World Census'

Programme; were mentioned. One set covered cartography while the other one covered other

census operations including analysis, -

276* It was stated that the lack of information on census activities at EGA was due "

to delays in correspondence between EGA and member States. A suggestion was therefore

made that ECA should liaise with UKFPA co-ordinators to get some information on census

and survey activities. Assistance needed by some countries included experts to assist

set up demographic analysis units in member States, assistance on migration studies and

improvement of civil registration systems, ■■.: . ■■■:'.

277. ; Finally, the : secretariat assured -participants that the secretariat would do.. <.

whatever it could to assist member States and that the success would depend on the

co-operation received from member States themselves = . . :■:.

Interagency collaboration and co-ordination in the implementation of programmes s. ■

/agenda item 17(32/ • ■

278, Efforts had been made to strengthen the relations and collaboration among United

Nations bodies and agencies to implement the work programme. It was reported that

population projections and other tasks were jointly undertaken by Headquarters? the ■

Commission and agencies. More specifically ECA and ILO ha'd started to organize joint

national seninars on population and development with enphasis on employments like the

one held in Arusha and the one to be held in Conakryo EGA also collaborated with

UNESCO5 WFS and other agencies, including RIPS and IFOSE, -
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Draft Statutes-'of the Regional Institutes for Population Studies at Accra and

Yaounde /agenda item 17 (f)_/ _■ ..

279 ThP Comittee discussed at some length the articles of the new draft statutes
of' the two Regional Institutes and agreed on a set of statutes after amendments to the
draft. However, the.Committee could not reach unanimous agreement on some clauses and
therefore decided to transmit the various proposals to the Conference of Ministers for

decision; The disputed clauses were as follows.'

1. Article IV, Paragraph 1. (a),

280; The representative of Ghana suggested that the Executive^Secretary of the Economic
Commission for Africa should not automatically be the Chairman of the Gove~rC°^S
of th« institutes. Each Council should elect ltd'aim Chairman from among member States^
by rowion. The Committee itself was undecided and the representative of Ghana decided

to reserve her position.. . :'

2. Article IV. Paragraph 1 (c) ■ ■■

231= First- :there was a proposal that, .instead of individuals being selected by the
Conference of Ministers in their own capacities as^embers of the Governing^Councils

of the institutes, the Conference of Ministers should elect twelve member States^as^
.mLbe.s o* such Councils and leave the countries elected to choose the individuals to
represent them. That was accepted, by some members of the Coimaittee, ;

285. On the other hand, another group suggested that since all the countries were
expected to contribute financially towards the support of each institute, aU,the
countries served by each institute should be members of its Govemxng Council.

283, The two suggestions could not be reconciled. The two alternatives wer, therefore
included in the draft to allow the Conference of Ministers to decide Hhich.should be

adopted, '...'

3. Financing of the Institutes

2S4; On financing, of the institutes, the delegate of Cameroon took note witiv _
appreciation of the principle of financing by all the countries-served by tie institutes.

However he pointed out that account should be taken of the facilities provided, by the

host countries.

"■ 4. ' Article XISI Fiancial; Resources of the Institute

2^5 The representative of Ghana informed the Committee of'her-Government's concern
about the proposed method.,of collecting funds for the institutes;■ after-.-their regonaixza-
Son! Wfear was that funds might be inadequate, if some^Governments failed to pay
their contributions as expected. So far, her Government had been.providing the ;
coSterpart^ands and finding had presented no problems at the institute being hosted
by -Ghana': However: non-payment of contributions by some, governments such j* had been
experienced by ^other regional institutes, could hamper the; future of the -.«,
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.he anxiety was sharedby

Zl 'and ^^
by the representative of Ghana

Work programme in population (agenda item 19)

s K

evaluation.

288. See participants

289. The sece^iat

allay ^fears expressed

'»=„

in «- Potion fi

necessary £^^ S

Any other business

1 .
Council for Population

290. ^e secrete produced

for Population and Developraent R

on the creation of a H
ive of the Niamey II

discussed by the Corsaittee

in February 1930.

291 The idea was that the Niamey MULPOC should take
establishment of a nongovernmental Council w^f^oula ^ with funds from donor

in the West African subregxon on ^°p^^X^fls"from dorior agencies for such research

tfhich would benefit the countries.

292. . Xhe C^ittee « infold that^e CouncU^
decided*ttet the EGA secretariat .ahouldassxBttQeKA^op

hrS^LS^i^ of Ministers (^ .-C) to
determine the appropriate steps to be taken
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293. The secretariat informed the Committee that the issue was being raised because

during the discussion at the MULPOC meetings,it had been suggested that the issue
might be raised at the Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers
for an expert view. However, the Committee considered that once a decision had been
taken by the Council of Ministers of the MULPOC concerned the Committee could not change
that decision. The secretariat therefore had to undertake the study recommended by

the Niamey MULPOC Council of Ministers;

294. '■" 6ne delegate asked whether the secretariat was .thinking of establishing the same
type''of council in the other MULPOC areas. The secretariat answered that the initiative
came from a group of people from the West African subregion and that the secretariat s
view was. that, if all worked out well with the West African initiative, the secretariat

might consider taking the same step in the'other MULPOC areas.

2. Hatters arising from the twentieth session of the United. Nations

Population Commission

295.~ The Director of the United Nations Population Division, New York, referred to.:
the statement he had made at the joint session of Demographers and Statisticians about
the recommendations of the Twentieth session of the United Nations Population Comnassion
held iii!979. Of specific interest to the Committee was the proposal to hold a World
Population Conference probably in 1984. Also of particular interest to the African
region were two of the topics for the four pre-conference technical meetings. They
were health and mortality and population distribution. One of those meetings might be
held in Africa.: The view had also been expressed that the 1984 Conference should be

held in a developing country.

296. In the discussions the wish was expressed that an African country might offer
to host the World Population Conference. It was also thought that it would be a good
follow-up to the second African Population Conference planned for 1983. In that regard
the Director of the United Nations Population Division said that the planned African
Population Conference might be able to discuss the papers for the World Conference since

they were likely to be ready by the time of the African Conference.
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'. PLANHEKS AND .DEMOGRAPHERS. .

■■' ' '. ' ■-■ ■ (JOINT COMMITTEE.. MEETING) -.-■>-J.-'.■.■■•: -.■ ■■ ■ '- ■

Population in African development (agenda item-18) . '

297. The secretariat summarized the paper on Population interrelationships in

developing planning and their implications in Africa (E/CN.14/PSD.1/25). The aim of

the paper.; was to review some aspects of the role that population variable's1 could play

in the -development process and their implications. f

298. In that connexion the secretariat pointed out that a study of development plans

had shown that population variables had not been given much attention especially in the'

1960s. Although .there had been some improvement in the plans of the 1970s there was

no doubt that a iot"still remained to be done. The main reasons given ^for' that were

the nonavailability of the relevant data and the lack of attention given to the analysis

of the;available data^ the ,non-availability .of. trained personual to undertake both the

collection;and analysis .of the data; the tendency of the planner to concentrate mainly

on economic variables in planning;s the tendency in Africa to place too much -emphasis

on total population and crude densities and the tendency for the planner1 and demographer

to work in isolation* . , , .

In order to remedy the situation there.was a need to fcaka.action. The '■'■"-.:•■'

secretariat's paper thus drew attention to, the African strategy in the Third United ;

Nations Development Decade in relation to a number of demographic problems in the

region. Finally the need for courage to embark on radical reforms in the healths -

educations food production and employment services and policies was called for as a

means of.overcoming the problems that demographic trends could pose for African countries.

In the discussions, that, followed the. secretariatBs paper wa:s generally welcomed'
as laying bare some of the facts and pointing out the problems that demographic trends

could pose for the region and calling for action for their solution. It was felt that

the problems were real and posed a great challenge especially when seen in relation

to the economic prospects revealed in the projection'? and perspectives presented to the

planners. Some participants however felt that the approach adopted in the vsPer was

unidimentional and did not deal with all variables,, economic,, social and so forth. It

was pointed out that the paper dwelt too much on the adverse effects of population

trends and did not offer enough solutions to the problens. The secretariat pointed

out however that the paper was not itieant to cover all aspects of the issue but only

to illustrate the relationships between population variables and socio-economic

development and their implications for some sectors.

301. The Conference felt that the solution to the problem was mainly economic and

that rapid economic development was the answer. The need for social reforms including

land reform and more equitable distribution of wealth was also stressed. It was suggested
that African countries should embark on vigorous integrated rural development programmes
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which would aim at providing services like health, education and improved transport

and communications for the rural area. These would help to improve the living conditions

of the majority of the population and stem the excessive rural-urban migration -which

was a contributory factor to the inability to produce enough food in Africa. It was

further pointed out that urbanization .was not in itself detrimental to development and

was bound to continue. What was detrimental about it in Africa v/as the concentration of

an appreciably high proportion of the population in the capital cities and the virtual

non-existence of other sizable towns. It was suggested that efforts should also be made

to enable the cities to cope with their increasing population as far as services were

concerned..

302. It was also suggested that the paper should have also shown the implications of

population trends in terms of Governments*expenditure. The secretariat pointed out ...

that tehat was exactly what planners were expected to do in their development..plans as

a means of making policy makers aware of the financial implications of population trends

and.*the problems they posed for rapid socio-economic development.

303. On employment it was suggested that educational systems should be skill- axid

career-oriented to make the population more useful and employable. There was also the

need to transform the rural sector into modern economy in order to generate income and

improve upon the quality of life.

* .

304. The need for the use of demographic variables in development planning was

stressed by all. It was therefore recommended that efforts should be made to collect

the relevant data Including the improvement of vital statistics to enable planners to

make* use of them. It was also agreed that demographers should provide the much needed

interpretation of demographic,data to facilitate the formulation of appropriate policies

for planning. Another recommendation-was that appropriate machinery should be

established to ensure proper collaboration among demographers and planners in order

to ensure that demographic variables would-be given the attention needed in development

planning. The training of personnel to ensure the collection and analysis of demo

graphic data for planning was also stressed. The secretariat informed participants

that it was planning,, in the implementation of its work programme during the" 1980s

to assist countries to establish special units'-to ensure the integration of population

variables in development plans as recommended by the Uorld Population Plan of Action.

305. On other institutional and social problems that posed problems for socio-economic

development, it .was agreed that there vras the ne&d for radical measures to reform the.
healthy educational employment and other social services and policies in "order to

make the majority of the population benefit from them. There was the need for indus

trialization and the proper choice between labour intensive and capital intensive
enterprises at the appropriate time to counteract unemployment* The promotion of

agriculture as a means'of increasing rural incomes and food production and reducing

unenTployment in:the rural areas was also stressed. . .

306. . Finally, it was recommended that the Population Division and the Socid-Economic

Research and Planning Division should collaborate in the review of the relationship

between population and development planning in order to produce a more coherent arid

comprehensive analysis of the issues involved.
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.. STATISTICS A1TD DEMOGRAPHY (JDHSTT. COMMITTEE

Demographic and social,statistics 'and analysis :(Agenda! it.«m"gn)

(a); 1980. population, and housing censuses --U. ..

, a representative of the secretariat indicated ihat the
c™siie^ ^sether with the African Household

as to! conduct censusesIs boo.

°f

Chief

^ referred to" the ! current composition
SerVlCe ±n ^^Phic: Statistics (H4SDS) which is as
°f thS St\tistics ^vlsion.^ho is'not pirt of

:

11
yet to he filled

Popul

Cartographer which ha,-

,also two l Advisers in. demography who can' wno.can
,lso two Regional

.assist countries, .in the field of analysis

309. _ In the discussions which followed, one. delegate referred to the use of '-a

framework of a population and housing census.

310. Another delegate questioned the usefulness of"-some'of the copies'.'
recommended by ;the Worktng&roup for investigation in ^nsuses' namely, "p
wher^found at time of -etous". "place, of usual residence" dnd" "Mrths to
every woman aged vJ. • year« or more during last-12" mon%s", .etc.: : The :
representative of the secretariat explained the use of ' ? W
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311- The next set of questions related to the best use which can "be made

of sampling in connexion with censuses. Three "basic approaches .were mentioned^

built-in samples ;post-enumeration surveys as an integral part of the census . .

programme and separate inquiries as part of the African Household Survey

Capability Programme. The representative of the secretariat'explained, the advantages

and disadvantages of each approach. With emphasis on small area and'district

statistics, the built-in.sample (whether it is. every n^h enumeration area or

every k ■ household) provides an easy way of obtaining reasonable estimates at.a ■
suitable level of disaggregat.ion. However, it needs great care and control to
obtain successful resultR.

312« A delegate referred to paragraph 64 of the Working Group's Report and.

asked whether the Report of thelASS Workshop on sampling techniques had been..

circulated. The representative of the secretariat said, it had not but. .

promised to find out what had happened to the report.

313. The representatives of the USA gave an account of assistance available in
the field of training, using Popstan Manuals and assistance..in the use of. and

help in installing software packages obtainable from USAID such as CENTS,

COCMTS, CGNCOR and programmes for population analyses and projections.

314- The representative of U.K. also described assistance given by his.

country to Sudan3 Kenya and Malawi in the census field. He emphasized that with

a lot of data generated from the 1970 and 1980 round of population and housing

censuses, greater attention should now be focussed on evaluation and analysis

by ECA» This was important.if maximum benefit was to be derived.from the
collected data. . '. . ' '.,-"."

315- The representative of Sweden made a statement in connexion, with assistance
available to 12 African countries?

3l6c The Director of RIPS referred to the training in demographic analysis
available at his"institute.

317- Finally, the Director of the UN" Population Division, in the Department . .

of International Economic and Social Affairs, New York, took the opportunity; to
inform the Joiht'Committee that ECOSOC at.its Spring session of 19.79 requested the

Population Commission at its twenty-first session to advise it on the,., possibility -
of holding World Population Conference probably in 1984 to assess the progress

made since 1974 in the implementation of the World Population, Plan of .Action.

He stated that many changes can^already be noticed in the demographic trends as

well as in the perception and formulation of population .policies by Governments.
If some trends have unmistakably taken a positive turn, emerging matters of
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concern are also noticeable, mainly .in the mortality component which is . ;'

improving"at a slower pace than had beenanticipated and the geographical

distribution of population which is often not in consonance with the patterns '

of. regional development strategies* ' ' ' .

318« Reinforcement of the decisions taken in Bucharest should be accompanied

by a new order of priorities- A new enlargement of the notion of population

question is:-expected from this new World Population Conference1 which will deal

with qualitative aspects and population distribution policieso The Director

mentioned that the present state of preparation of the conference, envisages a

set of four scientific symposia which will precede the discussions among

policy-makers at the main 'conference. It was hoped that the conference will

be mainly financed by extra-budgetary resources? IHSFPA has already ^een,

approached and has responded favourably. It is hoped that the Conference will

be held in a developing country. .

319- The meeting then adopted the draft Report of the Working Group on Recommenda

tions on the 1980 Population and Sousing Censuses.

"k) Other Data Collection and Analysis, including the "World Fertility ,

320c There was one background paper for this agenda items General Report on

Demographic Data Collection, Processing and Analysis in Africa (E/CN.14/PSD.1/27)

In introducing the item? a representative of the secretariat reviewed the main

demographic data collection mechanisms and their applications in Africa: civil

registration, population registers, population censuses, surveys and dual record

systems. He referred to the institution of population registers in' the United

Republic of Tanzania and Ethiopia and suggested that experimental work should

be done on them to see whether they cculd be used for demographic analysis. He

referred also to topics investigated in:each mode of data collection.

321= With respect to data processing he referred to the need for the subject-

matter and data'processing specialists to work hand in hand in preparing . .

meaningful-edit specifications* He mentioned a number of specific examples where

failure to do this led to serious- problems in the data processing phase of

censuses and surveys<. ' . '" '"

322. The importance of data1 evaluation'and analysis'was stressed. The '" '[

representative of the secretariat then referred to the experiences of ECA and '

KIPS in assisting African countries to analyse their census data.

The availability of census and survey data has encouraged ECA to start the

development of a Demographic and Social Statistics Data Base (DSSDB) as an integral

part of its statistical data base. The main components of DSSDB are, as at

present determined, Population General? Economic Activity and Status, Education,

Vital Statistics3 Fertility and. Migration.
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324. After this introduction, the Acting Project Director of the World'Fertility
burvey then reported on the progress of the WFS.- A total of 41 dev-lbping '
countries were currently participating in the■programme,'of whiclrll;were
African. A further 3, all African,, were currently taking, arrangements for ' ' !
participation. While 7 African countries had now reached or passed 'tfie field '
work stage, none had yet published their first country report"'. '-'Technical
assistance- was available' at all stages of the survey, generally in-country
but also occasionally by bringing national staff to the London headquarters '
for training, ifithin, the last year--the. WFS" had made substantial- advances in
software development .and could now. offer a number of useful package programmes.-
WFo assistance in data analysis had also .expanded rapidly: a wide range of
manuals-, illustrative analyses and technical bulletins had been prepared and

would now be available to African countries as they approached the analysis

stage of their surveys- Standard country data tapes were-now being-produc.ed l
rapidly;and 12 were, already available at the end of 1979-" Comparative cross
country; analysis had started. W3 would co-operate with ECA in the comparative
analysis of data, from the African region* . .

325.; _ A.world conference of the WFS was being organized in London from 7-11
July 1980.;_ This would bring together technicians and policy-makers from all
the WFS participant countries as well as a .large, number of-experts on fertility,.
The Conference would report methods and results and would aim to bring the
findings to the attention of ministers and senior officials. .The future:.of the
WFS had been much discussed, including such, options as continuation of the '
current programme, to cover countries not yet:included, repetition of the survey
in countries which had. already done the first round, and possible extension of
the WFS approach to other subject-matter fields. The -decision depended
essentially on the funding agencies, which would in turn be largely guided by
the response of countries as expressed at the WFS Conference.

326. It was pointed out that simultaneous participation in the WFS and the
African Household Survey Capability Programme was in no way incompatible..

327. A general discussion then followed. In response to a query it was
affirmed that both BCA and WFS could provide assistance to countries to analyse
their tfFS data. The question was raised of the need for tfFS country advisers
to consult their headquarters in London. Should thsy not be qualified to give
all necessary advice themselves? It was pointed out, however, that WFS involved
a vast co-operative effort worldwide and this inevitably implied frequent

communication between countries and headquarters. No individual adviser
could be expected to possess the range of experience available among' the
headquarters staff.

328. ^The representative of OCAM referred to contributions being made by his
organisation.to assist in the improvement and expansion of civil registration

and vital statistics collection systems in the OCAM countries. He referred to
the manual prepared by OCAM/ULSAC with SCA's assistance and mentioned the
generous assistance being given to OCAM by VISTIM. The representative of the

secretariat replying to comments on civil registration welcomed the collabora
tion which exists between OCAM/UDSAC and BCA and hoped that co-ordination of
their activities would help to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts.
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329- With respect to data processing, there were questions concerning '
relations which.should exist between the data processing advise*-and the ■
staff of the statistical.office. . The representative "of the secretariat - - --
explained that the subject-matter specialists'and the UN data processing ■ = <--
adviser should co-operate but where the latter makes such co-operation ■■ *" ■-
lapoesitle, the UH-Resident Representative should^ brought into ..the picture.; ;

330. The'representative of the United Kingdom stressed the importance of ■
. experimentation in data collection. He referred, to an investigation carried
out. by a UK expert in the SSCAP region on the relative merits of. the different
demographic-data collection mechanisms and suggested that SCA should obtain •■■-
a copy of this report for. dissemination if.necessary. .... . ' ■

331- The- representative of the USA; referred to a project on Civil Registration
m the Hationai Centre for Health Statistics funded by'USAID and also to the
work of.Population Laboratories in the field of demographic data collection. ,
He drew attention to the BJSCAP questionnaire on migration and indicated that
although such migration questionnaires need to be country-specific there was
a lot-to be learnt from the ESCAP model. The representative of t^e secretariat
informed the Committee that 3CA had a copy of the SSCAP.questionnaire and had
aiready noted some of its deficiencies. . .' '.

332-■ Finally the representative of Sweden thought1 that considering Sweden1-s
expertise in the field of population registers;it'might be a suitable area .for-
Swedish bilateral assistance. In general, the Swedish Government is very- .
likely to accept requests for statistical assistance from the' Swedish
programme countries in Africa, provided the governments include statistics
within their country frames for. Swedish bilateral assistance-
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FINAL PLENARY FETING. ■

Verbal Reports by Chairmen of Committee Meetings (Agenda item 21)

333 Tne'Chairmen of the three committees presented verbal reports on the work of

the committee meetings, .

Proposals for submission,!^ the forthcoming African Economic, Summit-

through the Conference of "Ministers' (Agenda item 22) , -.._..,

334 At the conclusion of its discussions, the Conference recommended the following

proposals for considerations by the African Economic Summits

Planning

(a) The poor performance of the African regipn in the 1970s and the.bleak
prospects in the 1980s if past policies and trends continued is a

cause of great concern*. Therefore, the planned scenario proposed by

the EGA secretariat for the African region in the 1980s which is in
line with" resolution 332 (XIV) of the fifth meeting of the Conference ,
of Ministers/fourteenth session of the Commission and endorsed by the

OAU Summit at its last session held in Monrovia in 1979 is sound and

challenging•

(b) It is necessary to put into practice in the 19?0s the concept of
collective self-reliance at regional level.especially in the field of

self-sufficiency in food, trade, industry and in financing development.^
Every effort should be made in promoting regional co-operation and physical
integration through the rapid implementation of the United Nations

Transport and Communication Decade for Africa, especially for landlocked

African countries,

(c) For the 1980s, emphasis should be given to the development of agriculture
and agro-based industries, development of socio-economic infrastructure,

African co-operation and eradication of mass poverty., unemployment,

underemployment and the satisfaction of basic needs,

(d) African countries should accord high priority to a complete and in-depth
survey of their potentials in natural resources especially in agriculture,

mining; energy, water aitd environment<.

(e) In agriculture, individual African countries are urged to.draw up food
plans to facilitate the attainment of collective self-sufficiency in

food productions efforts would have to be directed towards land reform,

appropriate mechanization, remunerative prices for agricultural products,

establishment of efficient storage facilities, distribution and processing

of agricultural products, better utilization of human resources, and

development of scientific research centres related to adequate extension

services.
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(f) For industry and particularly for large-scale industries (e.g. iron and
steel, metal, chemical and petro-chemical industries)capacity utilization

studies are needed as a basis.for national resource mobilization and
allocation for such projects at sub-regional and regional levelv Similarly,

also it is necessary to identify types of import substitution industries

vihich can best be undertaken at multinational levels-

(a) In the energy sector, modelling aorfc should be undertaken on the supply and
demand of energy in the African region and short-term and long-term pro- .

lections be carried out so as to enable the building-Up of a regional
energy programme in the field of production, consumption ana conservation.

(h) Africa should establish a regional system for domestic resource mobilization
for development and, as a strating point for such system, it is proposed
that appropriate mechanisms be established for mobilizing and channelling
resources from surplus African countries - particularly the ^■1"f^ortin&
surplus countries - to the deficit countries and especially the African

least developed countries. .

(i) Action should be taken to reinforce measures to redress drought and

desertification.

Statistics. -

(i) As a natter of urgency, African countries must strengthen their statistical
infrastructures as a basis for effective policy-making and planning* in
this connexion, they are urged to formulate statistical development pro
grammes and these should be-included in.national development plans. These

programmes should incorporate a list of data requirements in line with its

needs and prioritye

(k) In order to mobilize external resources for the implementation of the
African Household Survey Capability Programme, the 1930 round of Population

' ' and Housing Censuses and the System of National Accounts, Axrican Govern-
■ ments should re-affirm their, priorities in these programmes and provide
the necessary counterpart financial support„ ■

(1) Each Government should institute appropriate mechanisms for the evaluation

and analysis of data. These mechanisms should ensure proper linkages

between data collectors; analysts and users. . . .

(m) It is desirable that a' statistical data.base for the.storage and retrieval
v of information be established in individual countries, .

,. (n). Steps'should be taken by Governments to .slow-down, the brain drain from
i! national-statistical offices i,. ■

Population !

(o) Appropriate machinery should be established rfiere necessary to ensure
the greater integration of population variables in development planning,
bearing in mind the expected doubling of the regional population between
1975 and 2000 and the impact on economic planning and development.
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(p) African countries should attach more importance to analysis of relevant

demographic data from both the 1970 and 1930 rounds of censuses and

other demographic surveys« ; .......

(q) Nationals must be U'aU^d uo undertake the collection and analysis of

demorraphic data* In this regard support should be given to the existing

training centres* . . ..: ■.'■..■ ; ;■■

(r) 3ett;er, collaboration is needed between demographers, planners and

t&t.a^t:Ntiz.eians in their work at the national ■ Xevel and mechanisms should

ke de!ihsi?&■"-'■' ■.- established for this purposes

(s) jThe._. current excessive rural—urban migration calls for the establishment

of a programme of planned distribution and-re-distribution of population$

tied to policies and programming for human settlements and integrated rural

development a ■■' "" ~ '-""' ■ ■

, iv..-hi; ''.-:.■■, . .', ; :. .■.':'■.'-. v-'1; ,:. J. . . ■ ■ ....-- .:■';■ .. ■ . ■ .

'(?:) The current levels of fertility and mortality are of concerne The

resultant high, rr-tes of growth have implications for meeting the needs of

a majority of the population* ■ ■ ■

Ofcher business (Agenda item 23) -. ■ ■

335 The Cohiference noted that it would not. be practicable to discuss the ,date and

venue •£>£'. its! next session due to the need ,fdr^.co-ordination- id.th arrangements for

other meetings*

336 The hope was expressed that Zimbabwe would be able to attend the second session

of the Conferenceo .,■ ' . . . ,

if¥oyisiprial-i agenda for the second scasiqn of_ the Jointi Gonferenc^ (Agenda item 24)

337o The Conference adopted the following provisional agenda fcr its next sessions

Plenary meeting

I« Opening address • ■:...■ . .-■ ..■ ■■ . .. ■ ■ ■ .

...2v Electdl6n;;rif dff:r^r-^ , . ■■■■■..

3« Adoption of the agenda

4« :Matters arising from the sixth and seventh meetings of the ECA.

Conference of Flnisters and other UN bodies

5a Matters arising from the first session of the Joint Conference

60 Technical assistance in the fields of planningj statistics and

demography "■ "

7e 'Review of development patterns among African countries, 1971—1931

8« iThe essentials of development planning

9« Population trends and policies and their relationship to some

aspects of development

10. The measurement and analysis of poverty in African countries

11« The ECA statistical data base and its use for socio-economic

. analysis-j
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Planning committee

12, Election of officers

:13»: Sectoral and employment projections for the EGA region

14• Design and applicability of socio-economic Indicators in the

African context _ .

15» Measures for effective co-ordination of development activities .

between the public and private sectors in a number of African

countries

IS. Analysis and evaluation of tlie impact of tariff and noiWtariff
protection on industrialisation in Africa .

17« Institute for Economic Development and Planning

lG« Programme of work in development planning, projections and policies,

cqiar.ii.ttee : ... -

19« Election of officers

20, Fro^ess of national data processing capabilities

21^ Report on the Statistical Training Programme for Africa in the

context of national statistical organization, staffing and technical

assistance

22*■.Infrastructure for economic statistics

?3* Frograinae for the improvement of price statistics

24« X933 'forId Programme of Industrial Statistics

25. Transport and communications statistics

?.6» National accounts and related data in least developed and newly-

independent countries - ;-

27* African Household Survey Capability Programmes Progress Report

and examination of analytical requirements

23» Report on other statistical activities and examination of future
work programme

conmiittee

29« Election of officers

30* Matters arising from UN and EGA meetings

31# Heport on activities of the secretariat, 1980-1932

32. Training and research in the popu^Ation field

33« Programme of work in population activities
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Planning: and Statistics (Joint committee meeting)

34- National accounts and their uses

Statistics and Demography (Joint committee meeting)

35. Demography and related statisticss Progress Report on the 1980
censuses,, demographic surveys and civil registration.

and Planning (Joint committee meeting)

36* Status of population policies in development planning in Africa

Plenary meeting

37O Review of committee deliberations and summary of main conclusions

38» Other business

39. Consideration of the draft provisional agenda for the third session

of the Joint Conference

40. Report of the Joint Conference to the ECA Conference of Ministers,,

Report, of the Conference

338 On 2 April 1900 the Conference unanimously adopted the present report to the

EGA Conference of I&nisters on the work of its first session.
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The Conference of

^^cal1^ itc resolutions 21J0(;a:) of 22 February 1973, 2G'*(XIl) ■ of 2o
ay 197^ 320(XXII) of 1 U*reh 1977 and 3L'O(ZIV) of 27 1-arch 1S79, on the

African Institute for Scononic Development and Planning (IDj)P)o

Noting;

(a) That, by decision 34/4-4 of 20 December 197S the General Asseably of the
United Hr-tionc approved the Statute of ID^P as adopted by resolution 32O(XIIl) and
revised in the light of the proposals uie.de by the Secretary General on the advice
of the Fifth Committee of the United Nations*

(b) That, at the meeting of the U11DP Resident ^preservatives of the Africa
^ecion held in Ubabane in January 19oO, it Tiac recoiiimended that in order to

facilitate training at JDiiP the appropriate Governments, Departaentc or Liinictries
of African Govemnei*tc should worl: toSether mth UWDP Resident Heprecentativec to
integrate felloirohipc for study at IDSP :-iith National Pr-o^raar-iec* financed by the
U1IDP National Indicative Planning ^i

(c) That, at itc 21ct i.:eetiii- held in Addic- Ababa, 21-23 l*arch I9GC, the
Governing Council of ID^P taiding note of the recoiiaaendation of the ueeti;~3 of the
incidents iiieprecentativec of the Africa Region addrecced to the Conference of /ifrican
Planners, Utaticticianc and Demographer's, for the Conference to prepare a resolution
for cubmiecion to the Conference of Llinictcrs urging the neaber States of 'JCA to
integrate within their National Indicative Planninc Figures the financing of fellotr*
ohipo for their nationalc to study at ID3PO

(d) That, at its 2Xot aseting, the Governing Council of UUP alco noted that
tlie contributions collected froia -tlie member States of IU2P for the year 1979 amounted
to 030,327 dollars in respect of a cor.ii.iitr.ient of 1 million dollars, and that the

outstanding arrears ac of 31 December 1979 amounted to 1.7 million dollars and that
the Governing Council recoiaioended that the Conference of Ministers should .pazz a
resolution urging the aeuber States of ID2P to fulfil their financial coauit:ients
to ID^PO

^■' ^ecuects ueiuber Otatec to consider the awarding of scholarship,-, for
study at ID12P Tihich may be financed out of their National Indicative Planning* figures.

ip to the i^eaber Gtateo concerned to pay ail their outstanding
t ID£P b h Cassessed contributions to IDi£P by the ziid of

3- fones i-ienber Gtates to pay their annual contributions regularly and
on time.
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BOR-'ADOPTIOH Iff TE2.-3IXTH

• 1. Priority, copulation pTyT^^ °^

-^nxc ana uoci-

on population and development xn imca

irere urCedv ^x^ ov-.ier _wixiies, -o ^

deaorraphio. ctaticticc, recearca axia o

of population :5olicieG and .prosranueo,

olutioa 1672(i-IX). ?* .2
^ o" the United;
^ be nececDary to i^

needed for the deyelop^ent

cou tries to Eive atrentxon to ^" f ^n of

in the Population.in ^cio-edonouic dovslopnent pwanins

v.iriable

Kd^^.^ote of the report ox the third GeC=ion of the Conferences of Woa
apSrTiSni, D^, Sene£al froD- IS to 24 .ebruary 1.7., U ,

February 197LJ on-integrated ■ . -;

^olSirScO ^13- February 1971 on
Z£Z^ZZl^ ^c centre, an, the preparations «
tudieo on population and Co6ial developmenx, ... - ,

rec lling itc r.ecolution
h 1979 on r>riority

population of

>f the recommendations of the United Nations Fmd for Population
M-™M_^- ... . , ., p.. -n^^ion "id «ot"* countries of the region,

Activities Evaluation Uiccion to .ae ^ ^ .^Tr. o^^ni^ed by the Fund in Nairobi
and the decisions taZasa by the xnteragency r,^ .^ i«te-countrr orograiauec in the
in February 1973 on the Fund's ctracecy ^r xunai.^ . *

field of population in Africa.
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Further/ta^irip-note of the.report:and recommendations of the Expert Group

i-ieeting on Fertility anc Uortality Levels, Patterns and Trends in Africa and their

Policy Implications held in Monrovia, Liberia, from 26.November to 1 December 1S79, 2/

sses concern about persistent delayc in the processing of data from the

197^ round of censuses anc curveyc which have generally'led to lengthy delays in

the analysis and use of data,

Appreciates the assistance -extended to the region by bilateral and multi

lateral source's for data processing, and other population activities, --■■•■■ ,1 . .

' " 2.* Invitee the Executive Secretary to undertake an in-depth study of the

integration of population variables in development planning in Africa for the second

ceccion of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers$

2. ; ^ecfu;estpi the Executive Secretary to assist iueiaber States-of- the African

region to -aiialyse data fron censuses and curveyc and proiiiote comparative analyses or

3» ^ecfuests the lixecutive 3ecretary to mount a pro^raune of studies to

evolve suitable cocio-economic indicators xiliich would accist i.ie:aber States to

monitor development at the national and local levels;

4° ^e^uestc the Executive Secretary to undertalce ctudies in areas of

particular concern to the region including in particular infertility.anc cubfertiiity,

mortality, cause of death auon/r children belou" five years of a^e and ;nir;rationp

i> Invites the Executive Secretary to or^anice expert 2rou? Eieetin^c and

workshops on the analycic of census and other demographic data 5

6' ^tequeots the Executive Secretary to intencify the Commission's"-activities
in the field of population information dissemination and documentation.
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2. Regional training in. population studies in Africa

-ihei[[C;pnfereiicsi of s.

»ecallinr its resolution 23.(Z) of 13 February 1971, nhich, amonF other
things, invited the Kxecutive Secretary to speed up the establishment of oubregioaal
centres for the training of demographers,

Recalling further its resolution 273(£11) of 27 February 197t', Tdiich
noted with satisfaction the actual establishment and operation ox' the Uegionai
Institute for Population Studies in Accra and the Iiictitut de formation et de
recherche demor^:oh±au^r. in Yaounde and the continuation of the Cairo Demographic
CentreCentre,

iiy- also its resolution 3,67(^IV) of 27 L^arch 1979 on regional training
di i Afiin population ctudiec in Africa,

Notec with oatiofaction the pro-reoc made on the implementation of the
decentralisation to the Cor.sr.iiscion of the ncnageiaent of the Regional Institute £or
Population Gtudiec in /*ccra, Ghana, and Inatitut de formation et de recherche
deno^raphiguas in Yaounde, United Republic of Cameroon, in line xdth General'Aeseiobly
recolution 32/197 of 20 December 1977,

ls Xavites Member States to :.;ake r.iore effective uce of the facilities at
the afore-mentioned institutes|

P member States, in pursuit of the pror;:Txi;r,e of recionalisation,
il t td h

, p p f recionalisation,
to provide adequate financial support towards the ruioinc of tiiese regional institutes
and to participate fully in their governing councils;

3» i-Iepupg;ts the Executive Secretary to pro;.iote aiddle-level training in

population studies within existing statistical training prograLimes in the region.


